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Exquisite costumes on display in librafV IBRARY
Venetian Carnival epitome of ancient party seer

FEB

6 200I

JOSH PARRISH

Staff Writer

The Greeks on the UOP campus are infa
mous for their parties and seem to take great
pride in the annual tradition of their "bigbangs." Well, if you thought that your style of
partying was at all outrageous, wait until you
here about the Carnival.
Carnival started out as a three month span
of celebration in which all the inhabitants of
Venice had to have fun. What does the longest
on-campus party clock in at? Archania's
Teeter-Totter at 72 hours. Carnival was about
taking things to the extreme. The wilder the
party the better. After a couple of days of
drinking, they would actually release the bulls
and run throughout the city madly intoxicated
trying to escape. They would either end up
with a hole in the seat of their pants or cata
pulting themselves into one of the many canals
of Venice.
Everybody always gets dressed up to go to
their fraternal parties, right? Well, those who
celebrated Carnival saved up a whole year in
advance for their mask and costume. These
masks and costumes are on display in the li
brary until Dec. 22.
The Carnival started out as an ancient pagan
tradition. But when Christianity came along,
. they tried to purify it. They got a hold of it and
; said that the idea of fun was sinful. Starting in
!' the 12th century, Carnival took place during a
l smaller period of time right before Lent when
everyone could be free. They would get every-

ranking into their
straight NCAA Tot

does not celebrate
Bran's Day. This is an

fust one example of the eight costumes currently on display in the library.
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of information regarding the
Calaway reported that safety services, policies and
while these statistics repre general information provided
UOP's Department of Pub sent crimes com
by UOP's De
lic Safety has published and mitted on UOP's "Students have partment of Safe
released its latest report of campus, a "high a right to know ty. Those services
crime statistics in an attempt percentage" of
available to stu
what is
to serve and educate students the reported situ
dents
include
happening on everything from
and faculty.
ations involved
According to UOP's Chief members of the campus in terms rape awareness
of Police Robert Calaway, community not
and prevention
of a criminal
"Students have a right to affiliated with
to the Adopt a
report."
know what is happening on the university.
Cop program, in
campus in terms of criminal
The statistics
which members
report."
mentioned in the
of
the depart
The publication was stuffed booklet include -Robert Calaway ment act as inter
UOP Chief of mediaries be
into mailboxes around cam these communi
pus during the second week ty members as
Police tween residence
of November, providing a well as UOP stuhalls and the
comprehensive list of all re dents, regardless of the age of safety department.
ported crimes on and around the responsible party. The
These programs are provid
campus in 1997, 1998 and booklet also contains a wealth ed because, "We are here as a
KATE SALDIN

Friday

9n..

See Carnival, page 4

Dept. of Safety statistics and information available

W e a t h e r

'
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service," said Calaway. "We
are here to help our students."
Also in the interest of assis
tance, UOP's sworn police of
ficers spend much of their
time on duty foot patrolling
and interacting with students
in order to make themselves
accessible.
Calaway also said that the
department's goal 4s not to
catch people breaking laws
but to make sure students,
faculty and community mem
bers are safe and informed.
The Department of Safety
has been publishing these sta
tistics for at least nine years
and their reporting is in accor
dance with the Clery Act,
which has recently made such
publications required.

>
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Students compete in cardboard boat competition
CHRIS HOFFMAN

Staff Writer

Pacific engineering stu
dents took to the water on Fri
day, Nov. 17 in the second an
nual University of the Pacific
Cardboard Vessel Competi
tion at the Chris Kjeldson
pool. Excitement was in the
air as thirty teams competed
for cash prizes and student
recognition.
Competitors battled in two
overall competitions of speed
and floatability of their crafts.
Competition rules stipulated
that each craft must be no
more than 30 pounds, made
entirely from cardboard and
duct tape. This proved no
problem for UOP engineering
students, as most crafts man
aged to survive both contest
portions.
The first leg of the compe
tition comprised of a speed
test in which each craft, pilot
ed by one captain, raced two
laps within their designated
lane. Delicacy was required
as immediately following the
race the endurance portion of
the contest began. Any water
taken up by careless racing

technique would remain in
the vessel and affect buoyancy.
Watercraft
endurance
proved the tougher of two
events, as not all designs man
aged to stay afloat. Captains
were required to remain in
their craft for approximately
one hour.
Rules dictated that if water
touched their life jackets for
longer than three seconds, the
craft float time would be
logged and the team would be
out of competition.
Conceptualized by engi
neering professors Camilla
Saviz and Kurt Schultz, stu
dents not only competed for
cash prizes, but also for a por
tion of their Engineering 5
grade. Students are expected
to employ both theory and
creativity to keep their crafts
afloat.
Freshman Jim England and
his team were one the fortu
nate squads to successfully
survive the entire competi
tion. "Our boat has a lot of
surface area and a honeycomb
design to help keep the buoyancy," said England. Impres
sively, he finished the compe-

Marcus Gibson represents his racing team "The Drifters" in the competition Friday.
tition with approximately two
inches of standing water with
in the craft.
Freshman Jason Faria and
his team took a different ap
proach as they attempted to
win the speed portion of the
competition. "A lot of boats
were out early in the competi
tion, as they jumped in too
fast and tore the sides off,"
said Faria. While his boat re

McCeorae School of Law

Competition won

Thefts

KENNY GARCIA

Where

Guest Writer

A very special day occurred
for McGeorge on Nov. 4 in Ana
heim. For the second consecu
tive year in a row McGeorge has
won theABA Negotiation Com
petition in the Western Region.
Professor Jed Scully's team
beat out 27 other teams, includ
ing three from Canada. In thefi
nals, McGeorge defeated Uni
versity of Denver, University of
Nevada, Las Vegas and host
Chapman University.
Errecart and Weiner earned a
spot in the National Finals in
February in San Diego.
Also, McGeorge received a
lot of publicity thanks to the
work of the students involved
in the California Initiative Review,
a non-partisan legal analysis of
state ballot measures that ap
peared on the McGeorge web
site in the weeks leading up to
the Nov. 7 election.
Three members of CIR Edito
rial Board, Marcy Lechner 4E,
Jason Ackerman 3D and Monica
Williamson 2D, did a tape inter
view of Sacramento's KYMX

Mix 96 that was broadcast on
Nov. 5. Deborah Kiley, '99E, the
former director of operations at
McGeorge's Capital Center for
Government Law and Policy,
did a 15-minute segment on the
same subject that was aired by
105FM and KHTK-AM1140 on
Oct. 29.
The Governmental Affairs
Department sent out a barrage
of pre-recorded public service
announcements (PSA's) in midOctober that were broadcast on
several radio stations around
the state. CIR editor in chief
Lisa Wright 3D and managing
editor Kerri Ruzicka 3E were
also involved in the publicity
blitz.
The McGeorge Federalist So
ciety hosted a speech by Dr.
Roger Pilon, a vice president of
the Washington, D.C.-based
Cato Institute on Oct. 4. He
spoke on "Campaign Finance,
Corruption and the Oath of Of
fice."
Andy Grundman, president
of the student group, played a
key role in organizing the event
the day after the first presiden
tial debate.

tained its structural integrity,
his team took fifth place for
speed.
Also competing was fresh
man engineering student
Amy Simonson. "We got 47
minutes and ended up with a
hole in the back corner of our
boat. I thought it was going to
make it," said Simonson. She
advises planning ahead and
paying attention to calcula

November 8Aquatics Room
Art Building
Vandalism
Where
Grace Covell Hall
Siagg Stadium
Jessie Ballantyne
Grace Covell Hall
Wemyss Hall
Wemyss House
Grace Covell Hall
Lqt #7 (behind fraternities)
Grace Covell Hall

tions for future competi::
No matter how each t
placed, cheering and str
camaraderie were obser
throughout the competi;
The strength of the Pacific
gineering program is fcruT
parent. Practical engineer
techniques were learned I
a favorable option to Calc.
IV homework on a Fr:;
evening was offered.

y Jerry L. Houston
Mum

Nov 9
Nov. 20

Pieces ofa chess set

When
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 10
Nov. 11
Nov. 12
Nov 13
Nov. 17
Nov. 19
Nov. 19

Grafitti
Graffiti
Light fixture damaged
Damage to window
Window broken
Glass throwing /broken window
Vehicle vandalized
Broken window

When
Nov. 9
Nov. 13
Nov. 13

Checks from mom
Shotgun from vehicle
Parked vehicle broken into (loss unk)

When

MM

Burglary
Grace Covell Hall
Pharmacy School
Pharmacy School

Miscellaneous

Where
Grace Covell Hall
Southwest Hall
Hand Hall (Unix Lab)

Nov. 15
Nov. 16
Nov. 17

Lot #7

Nov. IS

Grace Covell Hall

Novo. 19

Smell of marijauna coining from room
Intoxicated male student
Suspicious person arrested on outstanding
FBI warrant / possession of marijauna
High school student in possession of
marijauna
Arson (cushion and other objects set or,
fire)

DID YOU KNOW?
I urmg this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 151 hours of foot patrol, found 88 open winI ows/aoors, provided 17 escorts, assisted 19 stranded motorists and interviewed 16 suspicious persons.
If you have any inquiries about any of the information provided in this report, voir arere eencouraged to con. tact ferry L. Houston, Associate Director of Public Safety at 946-2537 or Extension 2537 from campus
phones. You may also call anonymously to report any suspicious circumstances or persons.
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Dream of Classics becomes a reality for Dr. Kraynak

KARYN SORRICK &
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Guest Writers

She's an archaeologist, histo
rian and linguist. She loves as
tronomy, Socrates and Athens.
She is Dr. Lynn Kraynak.
Kraynak is currently an asso
ciate professor for the Classics
department. She first realized
her love for the classics at the
age of 10. "I was very bored in
school, so I did a lot of studying
on my own. I was fascinated
with astronomy but something
always drew me to Socrates,"
said Kraynak. It was in her third
year of college that she actually
decided to pursue a career in
what she loved.
In high school, Kraynak had
to leam one of three languages:
French, Spanish or Latin. She
chose Latin as the language she
wanted to learn. But due to the
disapproval from her parents,
she signed up for Spanish.
Luckily for Kraynak, the
teacher that taught Spanish also
taught Latin, and it was this
teacher that saw her desire to
learn Latin. So with some en-

couragment from her teacher,
Kraynak's parents eventually
gave in to the Latin tongue. This
was the beginning of her jour
ney into Greek mythology, ar
chaeology and the classics.
After high school, Kraynak's
college career was not top prior
ity because of financial prob
lems, but she eventually wound
up getting her Bachelor's de
gree in Greek, and her Master's
degree and Ph.D. in Classical
Archaeology, all from Universi
ty of California at Berkeley.
"I chose Classical Archaeolo
gy because you get to do a little
of everything: language, history,
mythology and archaeology,"
she said about the reason to
master in such a field.
Kraynak spent two years in
Athens, Greece where she main
ly studied and researched at the
American School of Classical
Studies. She also spent several
months excavating in Athens.
In the fall of 1987 she came to
Pacific. She specifically chose
this school for the tenure track
position. Another reason was
because of the size of the college.
She believed that a smaller insti

ij

Lynn Kraynak is in her 13th year teaching on the Classics department at Pacific.
tution would best serve her in
terest in spending time to help
students with their work and
the school had set a priority on
that type of teaching.
When she entered the depart
ment she noticed that enroll
ment was suffering. Mythology
was taught once a year with ap
proximately thirty students in
each class.Since then, the entire
department has grown. Mythol

City plans community meeting
on water management
THE PACIFICAN

What would the city do if
there were a critical water short
age? How much water will we
use over the next year or the
next five years? The public is in
vited to come discuss these as
pects of Stockton's water supply
at a community meeting on the
vear 2000 draft of the Urban Waer Management Plan. The
meeting will take place on
Thursday, Nov. 30, at 7 p.m. at
the Troke Library, 502 W. Ben-

jamin Holt Drive.
The draft covers the next five
years and includes a review of,
and recommendations for, wa
ter usage, conservation, recy
cling opportunities and short
age contingency planning,
among other issues. State law
mandates the plan and requires
that it be updated every five
years.
Prior to the meeting, copies
can be reviewed at the following
locations: Troke Library, Caesar
Chavez Central Library, the

Maya Angelou Southeast Li
brary, the City Clerk's and City
Manager's offices and the City
Permit Center.
"We hope people come; espe
cially Stockton Water Utility
customers," said Municipal
Utilities Deputy Director Ed
Formosa. "This is their oppor
tunity to give input on relevant
water issues for the next five
years."
For more information on the
plan, contact Formosa at
(209)937-8701.

ASUOP

Activites planned for Pacific
CHRIS HOFFMAN

Staff Writer

Come show your Pacific
pirit by participating in
ASUOP's toy drive. Un
wrapped toys will be accepted
at the ASUOP office from Dec.
1th through the 18th. Pro
ceeds benefit a local shelter
nd help brighten a child's
Christmas.
Wayne Brady and friends,

from the popular television after winter break. Paperwork
show "Who's Line Is It Any for all positions will be avail
way," will be appearing Friday able and an early start is en
Feb. 16 at the Faye Spanos Con couraged.
As always, students are wel
cert Hall. Comedy improv
and sure fire laughs are not to comed to leave any comments
be missed. Tickets go on sale or questions at the ASUOP of
at the ASUOP office Dec. 4 for fice during the regular office
$10 with a valid student ID.
hours of 9 a.m.to 5 p.m.
Students are encouraged to
Any suggestions for upcom
participate in the ASUOP gov ing activity ideas are encour
ernment by picking up an elec aged.
tion packet at the ASUOP office

department for six years up un
til last spring.
Currently, she teaches Greek
Art and Architecture and first
year Latin.
Regardless of the reasons
why, Kraynak clearly shows a
devotion to her field, which
sparks enthusiasm all around
her. She has proven that yes,
dreams do come true, whether
dreamt as a child or as an adult.

ogy is now taught each semester
in two sections with about 40
students per section.
"I'd like to think it's my
teaching, but I'm beginning to
think it's all of the movies I
show in my Roman Art and Ar
chitecture class," she said about
the large enrollment. However,
her contributions go far beyond
just teaching the class. Kraynak
had been chair of the Classics

The news section is
looking for writers for the
spring 2001 semester.
Come up to Hand Hall,
third floor, to get an
application.
Council Travel v.
America's

Leader

in Student

r*LONDON

$381

PARIS

$398

MILAN

$391

Travel

MEXICO CITY $348
COSTA RICA

$507

SYDNEY

$961

* xtI fares, prices do not include tax and some restrictions apply

Monday-Friday 9-5, Thursday 10-5

6000 J. St. University Union, CSUS
Sacramento, CA. 95819

916-278-4224
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UOP students have a swingin' time in new c l u b
existence it had last year. It all teacher was desperately need
started in the beginning of Sep ed. When student Janis Rowe
tember. Students wanting a heard about the open instructor
This semester, students have swing club were encouraged to position, she was quick to vol
found a new extra-curricular ac partitipate in the UOP Club Fair unteer. She said, "When I heard
tivity at the University of the Pa and inquire from other students about the search for an instruc
cific. It relieves stress, and is an whether or not they would like tor, I jumped at the chance. I
took the opportunity to teach
awesome workout. Swing to join such a club.
and ran with it."
By
the
end
of
the
Fair,
many
dancing is that activity and has
The swing club acquired
students
expressed
an
interest
spread like fire through the stu
in the swing club. The club everything they needed, so ac
dent body.
There is a swing club on cam could be established because tual classes began. As the se
pus that has been revived this there were enough students mester has progressed, so has
semester from the diminished with an interest; however, a the attendance to the classes.
ANGELA SCHENONE
Staff Writer

ments."
The display is composed of
Continued from page 1
four or five panels, with twen
thing out of their system be ty pictures, twenty masks and
cause as soon as "II Carnevale eight costumes. Anyone who
di Venezia" was through, the was anyone would have a
period of Lent would begin new mask for the gala. It was
and they would have to be all about fashions and trends.
have. There would be no The rich showed off their sta
singing, no dancing, no drink tus when often times they
would have masks of pure
ing and no eating of meat.
Roberto Delpiano, an ec gold or valuable jewelry.
centric photographer, is the
But the imitation masks dis
man responsible for the in played in the library are plas
credible mask and costume tic, made with fake gold and
exhibit celebrating the Carni fake stones. The root defini
val. There's a revival of the tion of the word, "carnival,"
Carnival that has been very actually means to take off the
strong for over a thousand meat or to suck the marrow
years, especially in Venice.
from the bone. The people of
Delpiano said, "It is attract Venice have truly found a way
ing people's energies from all to express themselves in that
over the world. It is so hard to manner, to live life to its
resist. It's about reunions and fullest extent and to suck the
harvesting those special mo- marrow out of life.

Right now, there are over 50 stu
dents committed to the club and
it is growing by the week.
Classes are open to anyone
and do not cost anything. They
are held onTuesdays from 7 to 8
p.m. and Thursdays 4:30 to 5:30
p.m. in Callison Hall. Besides of
fering free swing classes, there
are opportunities to attend
workshops and take trips to
swing venues in the city.
Rowe explained, "My vision
for the swing club is to share my

passion for swing w 1
one I can. Swing is c°n if ;
addictive and fun- I arn ali;
example. The swings Scer;
amazing. It builds cortm^
and self-confidence, arid*
couldn't use a little rhy
If you are interested
free swing dance lessons,ir<
ing new people, and taldflgt;
to learn while practicing^
dancing itself, feel free toatfc
the classes and be prepay
get hooked.

Carnival.

Venetian Carnival costumes will be on display in the library from now until Dec.

San Diego State U. to look into offering free shuttles
[U-WIRE] SAN DIEGO - In
Clayton's proposal was to be
1999,15,786 people died in alco voted on by an A.S. executive
hol-related accidents. Statistics committee. If passed, it would
indicate that 21-34 year olds have proceeded to the A. S.
comprise approximately half of Council. And if A.S. passes the
all thedrunk drivers involved in proposal, ways on how to ac
these fatal accidents, according quire funding for a pilot pro
to the United States Department gram will be researched.
of Transportation.
As proposed, Cloud 9 Shuttle
Because every death caused vans would operate on Friday
by drinking and driving is pre and Saturday nights from 11
ventable, one university is look p.m. to 3 a.m. The vans would
ing into the merits of starting a cover SDSU, Pacific Beach and
program to help students never downtown areas — and would
become part of drinking and be free.
driving statistics.
That is, to SDSU students. Al
It's called Safe Ride Home though, it would be necessary
and was proposed by San Diego for SDSU students to sign a
State University's Associated waiver prior to riding in the
Students Council member vans. At the time of signing the
Darin Clayton who became in waiver, students would be pro
volved in the program for his vided with information about
the effects and dangers of alco
business ethics class.
"Students might get behind hol.
The program would not dri
the wheel when they think
they're all right to drive, when ve students to bars or parties,
really they might not be," said only home to the address speci
Clayton, a business manage fied on the waiver. This is to en
sure the project maintains the
ment senior.

goal of being a safe ride home
and not simply a taxi service.
Qayton said that it's a neces
sary program because drinking
and driving happens more than
it should.
"If it happens one time if s too
much," Clayton said. "Just the
fact that we might be saving one
life is worth the cost."
Students would have a card
or sticker with the phone num
ber for the vans that will be oncall throughout the night. Clay
ton said he also envisions
providing various bars with the
number in the event that stu
dents may be too intoxicated to
call themselves.
John Clapp, founder of Colle
giate Community Alcohol Pre
vention Program, said he does
n't think the program would
encourage or increase student
drinking, rather it would show a
level of responsibility by the
school and students.
"Unfortunately, a large num
ber of students report either

drinking and driving them
selves, or driving with someone
who has been drinking," Clapp
said. "Programs like this cut
down on the risks."
Clapp said he thinks CCAPP
would be interested in offering
partial funding for "Safe Ride
Home." A.S. willstart to look for
this funding from organizations
like CCAPP, student-to-student
and the greek community, if the
proposal passes.
However, Clayton said A.S. is
hoping to gain monetary sup
port from outside sources in the
community, such as bars and
clubs, but emphasized that sup
port from any area would be ap
preciated.
Impaired Driving Facts
- About one million people
are injured in alcohol-related
traffic crashes annually.
- Alcohol involvement is the
single greatest factor in motor
vehicle deaths and injuries with
41 percent of fatal crashes in
volving alcohol.

- Anti-impaired drivir
forts work. From 1986 to
alcohol-related
fatal
dropped 28 percent. This dr
generally attributed to stro:
laws, tougher enforcement
good consumer education.
Drinking drivers betw
ages 21 and 31:
- Are about half of ali
drunk drivers involved in a
hol-related fatal crashes
- Are responsible for mor
cohol-related fatal crashes t
any other age group
- Have the highest blood a
hoi concentrations in f<
crashes
- Are the most resistan:
changing their drinking and
ving behavior
- Males are the most dan;
ous group of drunk drivers
Source: US Departmen:
Transportation's Fatal Acad
Reporting System and the ?
tional Highway Traffic Sat;
Administration's National G
ter forStatistical Analysis.
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NAACP Natl Chair Speaks at Callison Hall

Julian Bond, at left, Chair of the Board of the NAACP, was the keynote speaker at the re
cently held NAACP's first annual Freedom Fund Bam/net at Cal State Stanislaus in

Stockton. Bond is pictured with Assistant Provost Heather Mayne, the event's coordinator.

Cheney undergoes medical
procedure after heart problem
[U-WIRE] LEXINGTON,
Ky. - Amidst the pressure of a
drawn-out election, Republi
can vice-presidential candi
date Dick Cheney spent four
days in the hospital last week
with what may have been a
mild heart attack.
While the Bush camp vehe
mently denied that his ail
ment was a heart attack, doc
tors are quick to remind us
that the term can be mislead
ing.
"The term 'heart attack' is
really just a layman's term for
any damage to the heart mus
cle," said John Sartini, a cardi
ologist at St. Joseph's Hospi
tal in Lexington.
Sartini said that the confu
sion likely came from the test
results, which test for en
zymes that indicate damage
to the heart cells.
"If the first test came back
negative, that would mean
there was no cause for alarm.
It appears as though a later
test showed a small amount
of heart damage, and that's
why everyone's up in arms."
The recent health concerns
for Cheney are underscored
by his medical history, which
includes three heart attacks
and a quintuple bypass
surgery in 1988. While each
heart attack weakens the
heart, several lifestyle
changes have increased Ch
eney's prognosis.
"He stopped smoking,
took up exercise and keeps a

Cheney smiles during Today Show interview on Nov. 28.
When a person suffers a my
rigorous diet," said Karen
Hughes, Bush's press secretary, ocardial infarction, the heart
"In addition, he goes in for an fails to receive the blood neces
annual stress test to ensure that sary for proper function. If
damage occurs, it is called a
his health is not at risk."
The recent health scare, far heart attack. Because each heart
from the near-death crisis most attack decreases the amount of
envision, was actually caused working heart tissue, the risk of
by damage to an uncritical future problems increases.
Doctors diagnose the attack
blood vessel servicing the heart.
The short-term prognosis is un by looking for triponin, an en
changed, and this incident is no zyme released by damaged car
real cause for medical concern. diac cells. Cheney had a very
"As a physician, I would small increase in his triponin
have absolutely no reservations levels last week, indicating that
about a man in Cheney's condi no serious damage was done to
tion serving as vice president," his heart.
Several factors contribute to
Sartini said. "The lifestyle
changes he made after his first heart disease. To prevent heart
few heart attacks will greatly re attacks, a person should prac
duce the risk of complications, tice a healthy lifestyle, includ
and for a man at his age, mild ing not smoking, exercising reg
heart attacks are no cause for ularly and eating a balanced
concern."
diet.
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Bush is victorious
[U-WIRE] AMHERST, Mass. ty's election canvassing board,
Florida Secretary of State he had hoped Harris would ac
Katherine Harris announced cept the remaining ballots af
Sunday after three weeks of ter the deadline last night. In
manual recounts in some coun stead, she threw out the
ties that Governor George W. county's entire manual recount
Bush had won the state of and certified the county's ma
chine recount results as report
Florida by 537 votes.
Florida's official returns, as ed by the state last week.
The Bush campaign sued in
of the 5 p.m. deadline Sunday
for all manual recounts, placed five counties — Hillsborough,
Bush on top with 2,912,790 Okaloosa, Orange, Pasco and
votes compared to Gore's Polk — where it has filed accu
sations against election boards
2,912,253.
Bush's victory in Florida for "excluding absentee bal
would conceivably give him lots" filed by members of the
271 electoral votes, one more armed forces serving abroad.
Gore's legal team com
than what is required by the
Constitution to win the presi plained Saturday that the
Board of Florida used a
dency.
Vice President Gore has an tougher standard on "dim
nounced that he will contest pled" ballots in which they
the results of the election in Mi were not counting perforated
ami-Dade, Palm Beach and ballots for a presidential can
Nassau counties. In the in didate if the votes for other
stance Gore contests the re races were clearly punched
sults, state law is expected to through. In Broward County,
take jurisdiction and could go which ignored "dimpled" bal
to the Supreme Court, indicat lots, Gore had an overall gain
ing a week or more of court of 567 votes after its recount
room battles remaining to be was completed.
But an assured Bush feels
fought.
However, in a nationwide that the results are accurate
televised statement, Bush ap and, "The election was close,
pealed to the American people but after a count, a recount and
with the need to move forward a manual recount, Vice Presi
and work with both Democ dent Cheney and I are honored
rats' and Republicans' differing and humbled to have won the
of opinions "in uniting this State of Florida."
The Supreme Court is ex
great land."
pected
to intervene on Friday.
"Now that the counts are
counted, it is time for the
counts to count," Bush said in
his televised statement. "I ask
America's Leader
Vice President Gore to recon
in Student Travel
sider (contesting the election
results)."
According to Joseph Lieberman, Democratic nominee for
vice president, the Florida dec
laration is "incomplete" and
"inaccurate." With the 5 p.m.
deadline, many Floridian's
votes had been left unaccount
ed for or counted improperly,
Lieberman attested.
Palm Beach County had sub
mitted incomplete results as of
Sunday afternoon's deadline
and Harris rejected the appeal
2000 prices
for a partial report on its manu
and travel in
al recount, stating that the
county had been given ample
time to complete the recount
KAIL r UKOPL
"Passes most be
because the deadline had been
validates within e
extended after Gore's request
months trom date
to accept recounted returns.
ot purchase.
GROUP
The Board of Palm Beach con
tinued working two hours and •
Travel eight minutes after the 5 p.m.
deadline to complete the man
1-800-2COUNCIL
ual recount.
According to Judge Charles
counciltravel.com
Burton, chairman of the coun
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Why won't UOP acknowledge veterans
"On this day, in ceremonies
across our Nation and around
the world, Americans gather
to pay tribute to our veterans.
In community centers and
church halls, at VFW posts
and U.S. embassies, in quiet
cemeteries and on battlefields
fallen silent, we pause to hon
or the brave men and women
of our Armed Forces whose
devotion to duty and willing
ness to serve have sustained
our country for more than two
centuries.
Over the course of our his
tory, some 41 million Ameri
cans have served — and more
than a million have died — so
that we might live in freedom.
We are the beneficiaries of
their courage, their sacrifice,
and their vigilance; and so are
countless freedom-loving peo
ple around the world.
"In the past century alone,
through two world wars and
the long, tense struggle of the
Cold War; on the front lines in
Korea, Vietnam, Beirut,
Grenada, Panama, Somalia,
Haiti, the Persian Gulf, and
the Balkans, our brave men
///~\._

«i

•

i

and women in uniform have
risked their lives to protect
U.S. interests, assist our allies,
promote peace, and advance
our ideals.
Thanks to their extraordi
nary record of service, more
people now live under demo
cratic rule than at any other
time in history.
"Now, therefore, I William
J. Clinton, President of the
United States of America, do
hereby proclaim Saturday,
November 11, 2000, as Veter
ans Day.
I urge all Americans to ac
knowledge the courage and
sacrifice of our veterans
through appropriate public
ceremonies and private
prayers.
I call upon Federal, State,
and local officials to display
the flag of the United States
and to encourage and partici
pate in patriotic activities in
their communities.
I invite civic and fraternal
organizations, places of wor
ship, schools, businesses,
unions, and the media to sup
port this national observance

with suitable commemorative
expressions and programs."
President Clinton gave this
speech on Saturday Nov. 11 in
Washington D.C. before he
placed the ceremonial wreath,
this time for the last Veterans
Day of his presidency.
He invited all schools to
"support this national obser
vance with suitable commem
orative expressions and pro
grams," and UOP ignored his
request.
In fact, in case you didn't
notice, we ignored Veterans
Day altogether.
We didn't have a holiday,
unlike most workplaces,
banks, and post offices. We
didn't even put the flag at half
staff. Does this suggest to the
veterans of UOP and the com
munity that we don't respect
their service to their country
enough to observe their holi
day? What is this saying to
UOP's students? That re
specting your country and its
ideals is not important any
more?
Probably all of UOP's nu
merous alumni and faculty

veterans would agree that ig
noring Veterans Day is like ig
noring the veterans them
selves, and the tremendous
contributions that they have
made as citizens of this coun
try.
UOP is not compelled to
celebrate any holiday, because
this is a private university. We
are not obliged to celebrate
any national or religious holi
days, and perhaps that is pre
cisely the reason why, barring
few exceptions, we don't.
But just because we aren't
obligated to observe Veterans
Day by law doesn't mean that
we aren't obligated by con
science. People fought and
died to protect our freedoms
and our way of life, and the
least we can do is say thank
you on one day of the year.
We know there are some
pacifists out there, and we ac
knowledge you, but pacifism
is no reason not to support the
veterans that responded to
the call of their nation, regard
less of their own moral beliefs
about war. Veterans Day is
See Veterans, page 10
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Supreme Court decides to decide about use of force
I ERIN RUPPEL
\ Staff Writer

Six years ago, an environI mental activist held up a fourI foot by three-foot banner at a
speech by A1 Gore that stated,
I "Please Keep Animal Torture
Out of Our National Parks." Be
cause of this, the demonstrator,
60 year-old Elliot Katz, was
grabbed by two military police
and thrown into a van where he
was taken to a military police
station. He was released shortI ly after - without being charged
with violating any law or reguI lation.
If he had not broken a law,
I why was he so violently taken
I from the site of the speech, and

why was he taken at all? He was
simply an elderly man trying to
make a statement. Because of
his treatment, Katz filed a law
suit against the military police
officers which has been strung
out for these past six years.
This is yet another example of
the use of excessive force by po
lice. Because the laws against
the use of excessive force are so
vague, it is extremely hard to
prosecute based on them. Last
year, theSupreme Court chose a
case which was to be a prece
dent on how much force is too
much, but the case was eventu
ally settled out of court. Now,
the Supreme Court has decided
to use Katz's case instead.
You would think that after all

Why are those
Greeks so noisy?
This letter is to sympathize
Iwith you on your angry feellings about the noise created on
I campus by the fraternities. I
|lived on campus myself in McICaffrey Centei
lond and third ye
Even living
I floor, significant!
I where you are, 1
(disturbed by frat
If it wasn't the partying late
Ion Friday nights and weeklends, it was the sirens during
I their meetings on the weekIdays or their rituals of hordes
lof people doing senseless ac

tivities on campus at all hours
of the night.
I think throwing a party in
the middle of Saturday after
noon when they are all sleep
ing is a great idea. If it actually
happens, I'd like to know so I
d help send a
•"Ws about time that someone
forward and made them
es heard about this issue.
There are a lot more people
from where you and I are com
ing from.

Sincerely,
Veena Kumar
Senior

Greeks are involved people
party, hanging out with each
other and meeting new people
I am writing in response to without being intoxicated. Give
the article entitled 'Noise prob us a little bit more credit.
As for those who do drink,
lems created by the new alcohol
policy7 written in the November choosing to drink and / or to get
9 issue of The Pacifican by Erin drunk does not mean that we do
Ruppel. After reading the article not have "jobs and other impor
I was deeply offended. I am a tant obligations" like you as>get up atthe ear
proud member of Kappa Alpha
ly
hours
for
work,
for service
Theta Sorority and do not mea
projects,
sports
games
or <
sure up to the assumptions you
obligations,
have made.
I was ap
First off, welcome to college!
Secondly, sororities do not you felt you
throw parties. Third, if you sumption that because you get
think that everyone who at up early after not partying the
tends a party does so for thesole night before then you are some
purpose of getting drunk, then how better than those of us who
you have obviously never been go out and have fun. I am guess
to one. My friends and I are per ing that from your distorted
fectly capable of attending a perception, you have never met

Dear Editor,

Irresponsibility is the problem
Dear Editor,
The article carried in the
|opinion section regarding the
|inconveniences which UOP's
new alcohol policy poses to
residents of the quads was to
I me indicative of greater prob
lems than loss of sleep. As a
society we have traditionally
had difficulties dealing with
|alcohol.
We once even went so far as
|to make it completely illegal
I and this resulted in the forma
tion of organized crime in our
country, while failing to sig
nificantly decrease the actual
|consumption of alcohol.
The current law of the land
I is that no one under the age of
121 is allowed to consume alco

how are people supposed tofol away with it, so can they. They
low a law if they do not know follow our example because we
are such a large powerful coun
what it is?
Not only do we need to have try. As an international leader,
clear laws, we need to set an ex we need to set a good example
ample for other countries that for other, less developed coun
police use of excessive force is tries by not tolerating an atroci
ty like the police's use of exces
simply not acceptable.
Not long ago in South Africa, sive force. Police are supposed
six white police officers released to be there to protect our rights,
four police dogs on three black not violate them.
It is about time the Supreme
men. After the dogs had fiercely
attacked the men, the police of Court recognizes this problem.
ficers made the bleeding, se If justice is served, a good prece
verely injured men stand in a dent will come out of Katz's
line while they punched them case, and all citizens can rest a
little bit easier knowing that we
repeatedly.
The US is an international are setting a positive interna
power. Other countries pay at tional example and that our
tention to what we do because rights are being acknowledged
they figure that if we can get and protected.

Counterpoint

Point

Dear Editor,

of the cases of police brutality
we have had, something would
have been done by now to de
lineate what constitutes exces
sive force and what does not.
The current law is far too vague
for such a sensitive subject. Fi
nally, now we will hopefully
have some clear guidelines on
what is legal!
Ambiguity in the law is dan
gerous in society because it
gives government more power
than it should. Back when laws
were not written down, the
ruler could do whatever he
wanted. What we have today
with laws that are unclear or
poorly defined is a lesser degree
of that same evil. The law needs
to be clear and explicit. After all,

holic beverages. This is years
after a person is allowed to
vote for the president, drive
and get married—all more
momentous decisions than
whether or not to have a
drink.
As a result of these laws,
young people do not learn
how to drink under the guid
ance of parents, but instead
during the separation from
parents that college provides.
People who learn to drink
at college do so under danger
ous circumstances as they are
experiencing new stresses and
making friends who are so
new as to not be completely
trustworthy.
It seems to me that UOP
would have a hard time cre

ating a positive alcohol policy
when the national policy is so
senseless. I agree that the cur
rent policy on campus is not
working and is unfair to those
who wish to sleep in the resi
dence halls which they have
paid to inhabit. However, we
must recognize that the situa
tion of a private university
trying to create a reasonable
alcohol policy is a very diffi
cult one. Until we come up
with a national policy that
makes a little more sense, I
think we can all give up on a
satisfactory resolution of the
situation at UOP.

Sincerely,
Virginia Giddens
Senior

anyone in a fraternity or a soror
ity. I work very hard seven days
a week with an 18-unit school
load, a part-time job, communi
ty service projects and other
sorority commitments just as
many of my sisters and those in
other houses do. Yes, I still go
out and have fun and some
times have a few drinks. So for
you to say that we are not re
sponsible and not involved is
far from the truth. I would like
to suggest that next time you
write an opinion article, think
twice about the assumptions
and stereotypes you are mak
ing. This article has left me in
disgust.

Respectfully,
Amber Costantino

What's up with that?
What's up with that band
competition on campus last
Saturday? They damaged
our cars, blocked our
parking lot, and made a lot
of racket! A College campus
is for studying! Couldn't we
at least have been warned
they were coming?

New stamp rate may hurt small and large business^
the Postal Service.
Big deal, it's just a penny.
The increase instamps won't af
By the beginning of next year fect the average person when it
people may find another confus comes to mailing out those an
ing aspect of the national gov noying bills.
ernment - beside the whole elec
However, that one-cent in
tion mess. On Monday, Nov.13 crease isn't the only thing that
the Postal Rate Commission (an the US Postal Service is going to
independent agency that over raise. One pound of priority
sees USPS rate increases) sug mail will jump 30 cents from
gested an increase of the current $3.20 to $3.50. So perhaps you
rate of 33-cent stamps to 34 might not want to call home and
cents. According to The Record ask mom and dad to send over
this one-cent increase is meant to a few goodies ASAP. An aver
compensate for rising costs for age priority package can cost
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Staff Writer

your parents $17.50 for a fivepound package.
However, for several major
businesses and schools this in
crease isn't taken lightly. Unlike
the average person, businesses
mail out a lot more letters, bills,
and promotions every day.
The Record gives an example
of how much this would set
back Lodi Unified School Dis
trict in postage costs. Right now
the district spends $120,000 to
$140,000 a year on postage.
That's roughly around 364,000
to 424,000 stamps. With the in

crease in postage, the same
amount of stamps would cost
$1,000 to $2,000 more. That's a
couple of thousand dollars that
could be put into the educational system rather than postage.
The raise in postage costs almost seems absurd. It was only
in January of last year that the
postage rate got to the current
rate of 33 cents. It will hurt the
post office even more as local
businesses will find other means
to ».»»»
cut back on
VX L postage.
Yet regardless of the reasons
why the US Postal Service is hik-

ing up the prices of pos
still must make m"nO _ At
they haven't resorted (i
ing the amount of e-m •ail^.
sent through the In te i"tiet.
though I've heard rum «rs^
lating that there m0C
thing to that extent.
So next time yon tos^ ay
penny out in the street,
ber you could have
buy a new 34 cent stam P Itfnot seem a lot to yon, ty
businesses
and I—»—
schools,!
OUON ITOOTO UIIU
another major economic;,
back.

UOP should boycott Marriott Road-free forests
Dear Editor,

Your recent investigation into
the practices of the dining halls
here on campus did not dig far
enough in the Nov. 2 issue of The
Pacifican. There are other con
cerns besides environmental
ones to consider when eating on
campus. We should be aware of
where the money we pay for
meal plans is going.
Students have a right to
know that Sodexho Marriott,
the company that provides all of
our food services, is currently
being boycotted by college cam
puses around the country for
being a major stockholder in
Corrections Corporation of
America (CCA), a chief player
in the private prison industry.
UOP students are being used
to fund the expansion of a com
pany with a history of corrup
tion, mismanagement and hu
man rights abuses, which rivals
that of the worst sweatshop
owners.
Marriott has already been
kicked out of Evergreen State in
Olympia and SUNY Albany af
ter students spoke out against
the company's involvement
with CCA. This corporation is

currently being sued by the
ACLU, and coming under fire
by both the Democratic and Re
publican parties and activists
such as Cornell West for the
abuses committed within the
prisons it operates.
In the private prison industry,
inmates that would normally be
under the control of state or fed
eral governments are instead
contracted out to the lowest bid
der who can do the job cheaper
than state facilities can. The
problem is by incarcerating peo
ple for profit, CCA is endanger
ing the lives of inmates and
putting the public at risk.
One of the ways CCA saves
money is on staffing costs. In
stead of the union wages state
workers are paid, CCA guards
make from $7 to $10 dollars per
hour.
The staff is woefully under
trained, the turnover is 10 times
larger than state run facilities
and there is pervasive understaffing.
This has resulted in well-pub
licized escapes by prisoners.
Some of the untrained staff also
brutalizes prisoners, some of the
incidents end in the deaths of in
mates. In one instance a preg

nant woman died after being re
fused medical treatment by
prison officials. Human rights
workers document the horror
stories that come from the facili
ties.
In addition, educational and
drug treatment programs are
drastically cut. Inmates aren't
given clean clothing or ade
quate supplies of toilet paper all
in the name of profit.
The student boycott is help
ing the public see that it makes
no sense to turn our correctional
system over to companies who
have an interest in keeping peo
ple locked up. The money UOP
students pay toeat in our dining
halls supports the disdainful
practices of CCA.
Now that I know what Mar
riott is up to, I refuse to eat on
campus and be an accomplice to
these abuses. I encourage stu
dents to follow suit and boycott
the dining hall and the Summit.
Let the administration know we
will not allow the money we
give to UOP to go to irresponsi
ble companies like Sodexho
Marriott.
Sincerely,
Sally Gohlke

The Pacifican is looking for Opinion
section writers for next semester.
This position is paid, it's great
resume material and it's fun.
Pick up your application from the
third floor of Hand Hall.
PlMfllllP:

[U-WIRE] MINNEAPOLIS
- On Monday, the United
States Department of Agricul
ture's Forest Service an
nounced a plan that would
prevent new roads from being
built and ban virtually all log
ging in 58.5 million acresof the
United States' national forests.
This plan is crucial to the
preservation of the wilderness
and, in a larger sense, neces
sary to maintain America's
present quality of life. Presi
dent Bill Clinton, whose ap
proval the plan awaits, should
follow the Forest Service's rec
ommendation and endorse
this ambitious proposal.
The plan would prohibit
road construction and recon
struction on land deemed al
ready roadless in national
parks, with exceptions for
matters of public safety and
resource protection. It would
also prohibit timber harvest
ing in these areas, except
when done for stewardship
purposes, such as maintaining
or improving roadless charac
teristics to improve habitats
for threatened, endangered or
sensitive species.
Presently there are only 163
Class 1 air quality areas in the
United States, and 88 of these
are on Forest Service lands
close to or in roadless areas.
Emissions from vehicles on

944-5555
M-TH 11am-10pm
F/Sat 11am-11pny

1140 Waterloo I

X-LARGE
when

any new roads would endarger this unusually clean air
Water quality also resounjc
as a clear reason for the pitposal's enactment. As I—s r
tional parks contain m each::
our purest drinking wa ter,
should strive to maintain
high quality. With many cfik
United States' water su pri:
at least somewhat pollute
quiring extensive filtering a
fore humans may consume:
this pure water supply IT.
be maintained.
Similarly, the plants and air
imals that reside in our natraal forests deserve protect '
Inventoried roadless area!
as undisturbed habitats tor;
variety of terrestrial are
aquatic plants and animals '
eluding hundreds of three
ened or endangered speed -.
Ultimately, it all cor
down to money. The plana
tually saves the country m
ey, while roads cost mone
build and maintain. Currer
the Forest Service is beHir
maintaining many of its roa.
The prohibition on new rotwill prevent the agency fro
focusing time and monev of
roads that destroy habitats, i
lowing it to catch up on'ff
pairs. Clearly this plan is be
for the budget, plants, ar
mals, our air and water.

955-11
M-TH 11am-11
c'e"M1am-i2

uth
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Question of the Week
Why should we celebrate Veteran's Day?
"To honor the soldiers who have
died and served our community
through times of war and peace."
- Kent Shinozaki, Senior

"We need to respect those who
were willing to go to war for our
country die or be horribly wound
ed, as well as those who will be in
counseling for years to come."
- Susan Akers, Junior

"They gave their lives for us, so
we should have the respect to
take a day of remembrance."
- Heidi Van Lieshout, Freshman

"We're a private university and
we shouldn't be required to
observe public holidays."
-Chris Melhus, Freshman
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Palestine's struggle
(U-WIRE) LONG BEACH,
Calif. - The current Palestin
ian uprising, long overdue,
has escalated to guerilla war
fare against the occupying Is
raeli army.
While the Palestinians have
suffered far heavier conse
quences from the conflict, the
uprising serves a greater pur
pose — a standing Palestinian
state.
In many cases throughout
history, a protracted people's
war, fought guerilla-style, has
been the only way for an op
pressed nation to find libera
tion.
It happened in Vietnam,
when the Viet Mihn peasant
army pushed out the French
and then fought the oppor
tunistic Americans attempt
ing to fill the colonial vacuum.
The pattern repeated in
China, where from the 1920s
to the 1940s the people simul
taneously fought foreign im
perialism, Japanese invasion
and China's well-established
oligarchy.
In Cuba too, a long overdue
people's rebellion successful
ly overthrew a corrupt and

brutal oppressor.
In each case the wars took
years of fighting and hiding,
running rings around better
equipped armies by mobiliz
ing the masses' passion, inge
nuity and knowledge of their
home terrain.
The so-called peace process
will never return what the
Palestinians have lost. The
best they can hope for via
peace talks is a Palestinian
state one-fifth the size of
Palestine before 1948.
Land and resources stolen
from the Palestinians will
never be repaid, the way a
thief rarely returns stolen ma- •
terials to his victim. Remuner
ation and compensation for
lives lost under Israeli occu
pation will never willingly be
offered, at least not by the
right-wing Israeli govern
ment that is in power now.
The Palestinians are falling
back on their one option: fight
to take back what is theirs. Let
America — which has inter
ests only in Middle East oil,
not human lives — condemn
the Palestinians. History will
support the Palestinians.

Phone
Directory

Jj^l igiftture Theaters
HOLIDAY CINEMA 8
6262 WEST LANE. STOCKTON - 955.5680
ALL LUCASFILM THX CERTIFIES AUDITORIUMS

Dear Editor,

UNBREAKABLE (PG13)

I must say I am extremely
displeased with the late release
of the UOP phone directory.
"We need to show respect for
This is something I have needed
the people who fought for
this entire semester in order to
contact various people across
our country."
this campus. I have been won
-Ricky Ruhlen, Freshman
dering what happened to that
whole project, and finally gave
up on it only to find out it is now
being released with barely over
a month left in school. With all
the people on this campus mov
ing into and out of dorms/
apartments, leaving to study
Dear Editor,
screwed. Not one of my songs and whole albums. I
abroad, or leaving to go on Co
friends said that they would think the music industry is
op, how good is this phone list
My name is Jason Hsiao pay for using Napster. I think just plain stupid for being going to be? The school needs to
and this is my third year at there are just too many other scared of the internet. The fact
start getting on top of things be
UOP. I am writing in response alternatives to getting songs. is that as a business you can't
cause things seemingly do not
to the article "Legal Pressures Students can "rip" mp3's and be afraid of technology and go
get done around here.
create a no-win situation for send them through ICQ or against it. You have to ride
Napster" written in the No AOL instant messenger. Stu along with technology and
Sincerely,
vember 9, 2000 edition of The dents can open FTP sites and work with it to be successful.
Joe Ring
Pacifican. When I heard that share songs that way as well. Stopping napster will not
Napster was going to charge With CD burners getting boost record sales. Who wants
Anna' \ ftyehio
monthly for their services T cheaper and faster students to pay seventeen dollars for a
fal* ami tAPd feiwT.nc
thought of three things: I) will be able to burn CD's with whole album with just a cou
Damn! I'm not gonna use much more convenience. ple songs that they like?
Napster anymore. 2) I better There are thousands of inter
944-5854
Sincerely,
start downloading as much as net sites out there as well that
1119 L Harding Way
Jason Hsiao
I can right now. 3) Napster is provide free downloading of

Who's afraid of the Internet?

DAILY: (1;55, 2:30, 4:35. 5:05) 7:00, 7:35. 9:40,10:10
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:30, 12:00)

I DR SUESS'
HOW THE GRINCH STOLE CHRISTMAS (PG)

I DAILY; (1:50, 2:25, 4:30, 5:00) 7.05, 7:40. 9:35,10;15
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:15, 11:45)

BOUNCE (PG13) -NOPASSESI DAILY; (2:00.4:45) 7:25, 10:00 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:40)

LITTLE NICKY (PG13)
I DAILY (2:35. 2:55) 7:15, 9:25 EARLY SHOWFRI-SUN (12:15)
MEN OF HONOR (R)

|FRI - SUN (12:50, 4:15) 7:10,10:05 M-TH (1:25,4:15) 7:10, 10:05|

CHARLIES ANGELS (PG13)

L DAILY: (2:20 .4:50) 7:20, 9:45 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:50)

REGENCY CINEMAS 4
7809 ETNA LANE. STOCKTON - 957-8926

'102 DALMATIONS (G)
I DAILY (1:50, 2:50.4:15. 5:15) 7:00, 7:40, 9:20, 9:50
I EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11 30. 12:30)

I RUGRATS THE MOVIE (G)
DAILY (2:15, 3:30, 4:45) 7,15, 9:30
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:00,12:00 1:15)

i

REMEMBER THE TITANS (PG)
DAILY (2:05,4:50) 7:20, 9:55 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:00)

FESTIVAL CINEMAS 4
6436 PACIFIC AVE. STOCKTON 951-2163

'MERCY STREETS (PG13)

j

DAILY (2:30, 5:00) 7:30, 10:00 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (12:00)

| THE 6TH DAY (PG13)

DAILY (1:45. 2:45,4:30, 5:30) 7:30. 8:30.10:15
EARLY SHOWS FRI-SUN (11:00,12:00)

I RED PLANET (PG13) NO PASSES
DAILY (2:05, 4:40) 7:10, 7:40, 9:45,10:10
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11 '30)

| MEET THE PARENTS (PG13) ^passesDAILY: (1:55,4:20) 7:00, 9:30 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:15)J
S4.50 DAILY BARGAIN MATINEES BEFORE 6PM
Showtimes good for Friday 11/10 - Thursday 11/16
For on screen advertising information call 1-800-411-4234
Visit us at: www signaturetheatres.com
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It's time for Revisionists to be rewritten or removej
SCOTT SWITZER

Managing Editor
An advertisement came
across my desk the other day
from the revisionists. It was thenopinion that, because a certain
photo of a Nazi camp was airbrushed with smoke in 1997, it is
further proof that the Holocaust
is a myth.
Switzer's Dictionary defines
a revisionist as "an incredibly
dense and stupid person with a
single celled organism inhabit
ing their brain cavity." Revision
ists are a group of obstinate and
ill-informed people that contin
ually perpetrate, under the
guise of keeping history pure,
that events such as the Holo
caust did not happen. They
refuse to accept that even one
person was ever killed in a Nazi
Death Camp.
It strikes me as odd, and in
credibly racist, that there are
only "revised" portrayals of
events such as what happened
to the Jewish people, and a few
dealing with African Americans
such as Hurricane Carter.
In every revisionist article I
have ever read, not once have I

seen the largest genocide we
know of exposed. I speak of the
atrocities committed by the
United States against Native
Americans. The government
killed the Buffalo tostarve them,
gave them blankets infested
with small pox to make them
sick, and sent in the army to kill
women and children. Why has
n't this truth been exposed? It
was probably their own fault, af
ter all, they were on our land be
fore we were. How dare they?
In reading through "the
largest and most accessed revi
sionist site <www.codoh.org>
on the planet" with its 4,414 hits
since Aug. 16,1found even more
lies, half truths, and distortions.
The revisionists say they will
"emphasize the Holocaust, and
the gas chamber legend, as the
means of defending intellectual
freedom." If you're not a revi
sionist, read that as "we will
continue to promote our own
narrow minded and altogether
racist propaganda against the
Holocaust and theJews." That is
all they are doing, only they are
lying to everyone, including
themselves, about what they are
actually doing.

A letter on their website, orig
inally sent to PBS criticizing
them for a documentary on the
Holocaust, just shows their ig
norance. Friedrich Paul Berg
writes about the rumor that
Nazi's merely fumigated dead
bodies with gas. He says "every
informed revisionist knows that
clothing and barracks, bedding
and personal articles were rou
tinely fumigated with cyanide
at Auschwitz in order to keep
people, including Jewish pris
oner's, alive and healthy." This
might be a silly question to ask,
but if the Nazi's wanted to keep
everybody alive and healthy,
why were they prisoners, or in
death camps? Moreover, why
were they murdered by the
thousands?
Berg goes on to mention sev
eral authors who have written
books about their experiences in
World War II Europe. He men
tions, among others, Elie Wiesel
and Anne Frank. "The so-called
'survivors' all survived because
the Nazis never intended to kill
them in the first place." Here's
a surprise, only Anne Frank's di
ary survived, she was killed by
the Germans when they found

her and her family living in a
friend's attic in 1944. I would
submit that the only reason any
one survived a death camp was
because they were being used as
slave labor, and not even the ex
tremely work-minded Nazis
had time to kill all of the prison
ers, although they did try.
My biggest problem with re
visionists is that they claim to
serve the interests of history.
Why don't they listen to the eye
witness accounts? Many of us
have family members who were
there. My grandfather was at
Auschwitz, and later at Dachao.
He witnessed the remains of the
atrocities committed. How
many revisionists are ex-sol
diers that fought to LIBERATE
the Jewish people?
It is the purpose of the revi
sionists, according to them
selves, to "simply be the brick
that smashes through the crystal
palace of the complacency, irra
tionality, and hypocrisy that has
reduced our national intellectu
al life." However, by their own
special interests they are guilty
of the very thing they are trying
to prevent. Therefore, if they
truly want to get rid of the

A case of conspicuous non-consumption

py

[U-WIRE] HOUSTON - It an ad for light beer and truly be
can't be denied that America isa lieves that the purchase of a sixconsumer culture. After all, the pack will bring him stampeding
rest of the world has us to thank horses and scantily clad ladies?
for such concepts as Styrofoam, Who, for that matter, really be
Wal-Mart and McDonald's.
lieves that the McDonald's hon
The average American, estly cares whether or not we
watches between 50 and 100 smile? McDonald's loves to see
television advertisements a day, us eat.
according to the Center for a
We're not as dumb as all that,
New American Dream. Add and we all make our own deci
newspapers, magazines, radio, sions. The problem isn't in why
billboards, catalogs and the In we're told to buy; it's in the fact
ternet, and you could reason that we do buy, and that we do
ably say Americans spend most so at an alarming rate.
of their time surrounded by en
Our culture tends not to ques
couragement to buy stuff.
tion the belief that consumption
Shopping, we are told, is a benefits everyone involved. It's
benevolent, healing activity. good for you, your loved ones,
Comic strips like "Cathy" and the economy and the world,
magazines like Glamour per we're told, if you keep on buy
petuate the stereotype of shop ing more and more stuff.
ping as therapy, a way of getting
Step back for a minute and
in touch with oneself.
think about that. Is it really good
Buying the right product, for anybody? In 1998,1.4 mil
we're told, will make you much lion people filed for personal
more content and self-aware. It bankruptcy, Overcoming Con
will make your children adore sumerism reports — that's one
you and your spouse appreciate person in every 67 households.
you. It will surro'und you with And bankrate.com reports that
beautiful people and make your the average undergraduate stu
whole life more fun.
dent owes $2,200 in credit-card
Those are the messages ad debt.
vertisers try to convey. Of
Experts predict that the
course, they aren't 100 percent world will run out of fossil fu
successful—what man watches els in the next 30 to 50 years, and

yet sport utility vehicles, with
their horrendous gas mileage,
are still selling like hot cakes
(even in Houston, the nation's
smog leader).
Products are declared obso
lete soon after they're intro
duced. Everything's dispos
able. The American brand of
continuous consumption isn't
good for your pocketbook. It is
n't good for the environment.
A society called Adbusters
(www.adbusters.org) celebrates
Buy Nothing Day every year on
the day after Thanksgiving,
which is traditionally America's
biggest spending day of the
year.
In past years, participants
from more than 30 countries
have registered their disen
chantment with consumer cul
ture. One demonstrator outside
a mall carried a sign reading,
America has more shopping
malls than high schools" (and
if s true, we do, according to Ad
busters). Outside another mall
in Seattle, participants set up a
credit-card cut-up service to
protect shoppers from them
selves.
Others got permission to set
up booths in a third mall, but
they were kicked out when it

was discovered that they
weren't selling anything.
Rather, they were offering shop
pers alternatives to holiday
spending, such as making dona
tions to charity.
Such drastic measures,
though, are not at the heart of
Buy Nothing Day. As its name
indicates, the "holiday" merely
asks people to take one day off
from spending money. Instead
of going to the mall like you're
supposed to on the day after
Thanksgiving, do some think
ing about the lifestyle you're be
ing encouraged to live.
We're told our houses, our
cars, our assets should grow
and grow without end — it's the
American dream."He who dies
with the most toys wins," as the
bumper sticker says.
I don't buy that, and you
shouldn't either. Adbusters says
Americans constitute 20 percent
of the world's population and
consume 80 percent of its re
sources. Those resources aren't
infinite, and our rate of con
sumption is endangering the
whole world, not just us.
There's another bumper
sticker with a much smarter
message: "Live simply, so that
others may simply live."

hypocrisy, and irrationality!
help our national intellect:!
life, then what they should:,!
ly do is remove themselves^!
the picture.
With the use of broad pc!
like "research has shown!
revisionists hope to brain irjJ
citizens of the world into belie
|
ing their incredible lies. If t
is research, thenshow it and;!
it. If it is your own research, th I
it is biased and extremely si>
|
ed.
My point is this: there are;!
ways going to be small mire!
people who can't see the big: r
ture. The key is being able
pick out, and hopefully
through, these groups.
However, when they tryt|
hide behind a mask of truth a
seek to discredit those who a!
agree with them not beca I
there is a difference of opin:|
but because the other side:
"financial and special interes|
they are serving no purpothey are merely a detrimen: I
society.
Revisionists should be tai l
with a grain of salt, after all I
intelligence level of the two hi
to be about the same.

Veterans_

Continued from page 6
not one of those dubioul
holidays, like Christopht I
Columbus Day, that peopl [
can reasonably ignore bel
cause of its potentially falla I
cious origins and its offer f
sive undertones. Veteran |
Day can be celebrated b*
anyone without hesitation I
because it acknowledges theI
men and women that havel
given service to the Unite, i
States that you have benefi:
ed from, whether you hav f
conscientious objections
not.
Perhaps there are simila
reasons why UOP admini>
tration has decided to ig
nore Veterans Day, or per
haps it is simply ignorance
or laziness. Whatever the
reason, we suggest they ex
amine it.
Even if the school calen
dar does not allow for a hoi
iday on Veterans Day, \vt
could at least put the flag a;
half staff of have school |
sponsored Veterans Daawareness activities.
It
would be a few very simple
gestures from UOP to ac
knowledge some very de
serving and dedicated he
roes.

KHALEDA ATTA
A & E EDITOR
A&E@THEPACIFICAN.COM
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Valley Brew offers the best taste of Stockton
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Staff Writer

Location: 157 W. Adams St.
Phone: (209) 464-2739
Fax:(209)466-4253
Hours: Sun.&Mon.: 11:30 a.m.
10 p.m.
Tues.-Thurs.:ll:30a.m.-ll p,m
Fri.&Sat.: 11:30 a.m.-12 a.m.
Cash or credit card

Just a walking distance
away on what is called the
Miracle Mile you'll find shops
and restaurants along the
calm yet busy street. Yet on
one particular side street, just
off the Miracle Mile, you'll
find one gem of Stockton
restaurant life. It is here that
you'll be able to relax, watch
sports, and essentially pig

out.
Several returning students
may have heard of this popu
lar hot spot on the Mile. Yet
other students, particularly
those who are incoming fresh
man, listen up.
The Valley Brewing Com
pany, located on West Adams
Street and Pacific Avenue,
hides it's medium sized
restaurant and brewery in a
small neighborhood, but
boasts the best beer in Stock
ton.
Almost a look-alike for the
bar setting of the hit show
"Cheers," Brewery patrons
have the advantage of tasting
some of the beer brewed in
the back of the restaurant and
eat to their heart's content.
On an especially sunny day,
my companions and I decided
to eat at, what we call the
"Brewery" for short.

Local restaurant, Valley Brew, offers great food in a great setting for UOP students to enjoy.

The interior was decorated
in sports jerseys of all types,
from an old Pacific jersey to
autographed football jersey's.
A big screen television was set

against the wall and several gave patrons a peek at the
patrons were watching an ex-, brewing process.
citing football game.
Large tanks are all that are
On the wall across from the in the room, and no activity
television was a window that
See Valley Brew, page 12

'Unbreakable' is sure to break a box office record
MIKE DELORENZO

Staff Writer

Y2K didn't bring down civi
lization and the mass chaos
that many had anticipated, but
it did introduce some of the
best films to hit the silver

screen in quite some time.
"Unbreakable" starring
Bruce Wiilis and Samuel L.
Jackson is the new masterpiece
of writer-director M. Night
Shyamalan. He stunned audi
ences in 1999 with his block
buster film "The Sixth Sense,"

Samuel L. Jackson and Bruce Willis star in "Unbreakable."

which was nominated for six
Academy Awards.
"Unbreakable" is sure to fol
low the same path to popular
ity. Scheduled for release the
day before Thanksgiving, the
film grabbed those holiday
film viewers and broke anoth
er box office record for a holi
day release film.
"Unbreakable" is a dynam
ic blend of the elements of a
thriller as well as a fantastical
look into the realm of fiction in
our own sense of reality.
The film begins with statisti
cal information consisting of
the average number of comics
that a comic collector owns and
the time they spend reading
them. The intro alludes to the
trouble of distinguishing
where fantasy ends and reali
ty begins.
The film explores the comic
book element with Samuel L.
Jackson's character playing an
accomplished collector. The
theme is interwoven through
out the film making for a rep
resentation that would un
doubtedly impress even comic
book legend Jack Kirby.
There is doubt about the
film due to the recasting of

Bruce Willis and the use of the
young Spencer Treat Clark
(Gladiator), that Shyamalan is
trying to reissue the success of
"The Sixth Sense."
Although the two films are
similar in the generic genre of
the thriller and they both star
Bruce Willis and young actors
that extrude intensity, the films
are two separate entities.
What Haley Joel Osment
brings to "The Sixth Sense"
cannot be compared to Clark's
representation in "Unbreak
able."
This would be like trying to
compare the film to "Die Hard
With a Vengeance" because
they both star Samuel L. Jack
son and Bruce Willis.
The two stars offer a terrific
screen presence and compli
ment their artistic portrayals of
their characters despite their
status as opposite ends of the
human spectrum (one who
never be harmed and
er who breaks with tF *
est contact).
dSed his sucShyamalan^ stylistically
cess to pu]jece Qf cinematic
master^th this film. The
ke^Jra work alone is worth
C"

the price of admission.
"Unbreakable" is a collage
of fantastic cinematography,
from exquisite long takes to
" shots that keep you in the per
spective of the omniscient ob
server.
The film is an all around
skilled and precisely tuned
work o'f art. Editing, sound, set
design and acting all combine
to the greater image of Shya
malan.
"American Beauty" ex
plored the reality of modern
suburbia. "Fight Club" took
on the crass commercialism
and the lifestyle obsession
Now "Unbreakable" tak' a
r 7"°,?
look at the concept
J n to the
J -J.
andj T?
Evili and
its re. °
Tmce?^
°avid
. sole survivor of a ter. "."Jrain wreck. Despite the
9rIousness of the
Willis survives
scratch.
This miraculous escape in
trigues comic book aficionado
Elijah Price played by Jackson.
The two explore the possibili
ties of the truth behind the fic
tional realm of the comic book,
See "Unbreakable,"page 12
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Schwarzenegger thrills despite holes in 'The 6th Day
[U-WIRE] RALEIGH,
N.C,RALEIGH. N.C.
"The 6th day" is a step in a
positive direction for Arnold;
it's more of the stylish action
that he's known for (like "True
Lies" and "The Terminator"),
and here he has a great cast and
talented filmmakers to back
him up.
Arnold plays Adam Gibson,
the owner of a small helicopter
business with his best friend
Hank (Michael Rapaport). The
setting is "the near future" and
these helicopters are unlike any
seen before, these are faster and
more maneuverable than the
ones of today, and they can also
be controlled with a remote
control (that leads to a very
"Return of the Jedi" type race
sequence). Some businessmen
from a huge firm hire them for
.,
, x.
•,
a day of skiing. They need Gib°" f.?r 3 rlC?e UPthe mountain,
and through a strange series of
events he wakes up in a taxi,
unsure of how he got there.
at h!s house he
f;P?,"
Adam Gib
T "T
thugT fnform him ftat^s
nugs inform him that he s
been cloned before trying to kill
im. From here the plot thick-

was going on during our
lunch. However, patrons can
inquire as to what goes on be
yond that window.
The bar boasts unique and
authentic beer that may only
be served in Stockton. The
Brewery serves beer such as
Valley Brew Pale Wheat,
Mudville Pale Ale (named af
ter Stockton's baseball'team)
and Black Cat Stout. Beer
costs $3 for a 16-ounce glass.
The food is also a favorite.
We started off by ordering an
appetizer. There are appetiz

"Unbreakable

Continued from page 17
as)aU 1a form?" belleves them to be
The film j?rT historyWillis' accepta??ueshons
life and the possib?/,'1'8 own
is capable of far greaterlft
The restriction of limitati
on our lives as we are bouni
by our own denial of self and
our worthiness to possess
what we see as set aside for
others are addressed in a fash
ion that reveals the various po
sitions we can achieve that ex
ist primarily in the realms of
fiction.

ens.
ens...
The first noticeable element
that places this above other ac
tion films is how well the cast
not only works individually,
but works together as well. The
cast starts off with Tony Goldwyn ("Bounce") as Drucker, the
president of a large company
that has secretly broken the
Sixth Day laws, which make it
illegal to clone a human. Goldwyn hasn't quite honed his acting tools as sharply as he has
his directing, but he still puts in
a delightful]y evil performance
here. To head his experiment,
he has scientist Griffin Weir
(Robert Duvall) along for the
ride, whose motive with this
project is the ability to keep his
wife with him.
Like any "".uauguy,
rich bad guy, ne
he nas
has
his team of thugs. Lead by Marshall (Michael Rooker, "Days of
Thunder") it consists of Talia
(Sarah Wynter, "Lost Souls"),
Vincent (Terry Crews) and Wile
E. Coyote (Rodney Rowland,
"SPace: Above and Beyond").
7
"P y°Ur typkal
gang of thugs; even after you
combine their minds they still
can't figure.out how to kill Gib-

ers such as beer battered
mushrooms at $6.95, Chicken
Nachos at $6 and quesadillas
with cheese at $5 or chicken
and cheese at a dollar more.
My companions opted to
go for the garlic cheese fries,
which costs $3.75. The fries
were heavily topped with
melted cheddar cheese and
seasoning.
However, the dish should
have been called cheese fries,
because the garlic flavor was
n't there. This was disap
pointing to my companions
and I as we tried to see if our
server had indeed left out the
garlic from the appetizer.

^

/i ™

c i
Schwarzenegger, star of new action film "The 6th Day," shatters glass in an intens • sCtefie.

son. The availability of cloning
leads to some very funny cir
cumstances as well, this being
one of the only films in which
characters are killed two and
even three times. Unlike most
gangs, these actors are all having a lot of fun with these roles
and it shows; they're a lot more
fun to watch than other dumb
thugs are.
Adding his flavor to the film
is director Roger Sp^swoodT
who most recently helmed the
Bond film "Tomorrow Never
Dies" in 1997 He shies awav
from the darker-looking action

films that are in style, making
a colorful and big film much
like the action side of a Bond
film. The three-man editing
team he uses (two of them edit
ed "Tomorrow") does an excel
lent job as well, cutting action
scenes that are fast enough to
keep the tension but not so fast
that it's hard to tell what is go
ing on.
Arnold is also back in form
as both of the Gibsons, his
charm and muscles both in ac
tion here. There are even times
where we see the funny side of
Arnold, which has worked in

many great comedies ("Tv\ ins,
"Junior"). He hits the rigfc
notes, and for the first timein
few years it's nice to have
back on the screen.
"The 6th Day" is, even arte
all of its small holes, a big ffld
fun action movie. It ranlcsuj
there with the great
films, and proves that ei
though he's getting o I cs
Arnold's still got a lot of stee:
left. The question lies i
whether he'll keep on the traci
with films like this one, or ;ai
back into ."paycheck" films "End of Days.

Nonetheless we gave up
our quest and began ordering
from the menu. There is a
wide selection ranging from
salads to three choices of pas
ta to the specialties. The
brewhouse favorites are big
hits on the menu. This part of
the menu contains a list of all
the various types of sand
wiches and burgers.
My companion ordered the
brewhouse burger. It consists
of a half-pound of fresh
ground beef, lettuce, tomato,
red onions and burger sauce.
It costs $5.95.
My other companion decid
ed to order the allstar burger,

which was a slightly larger
burger. It comes with a halfpound of ground beef, bacon,
cheddar cheese, lettuce, avo
cado, tomato, red onion and
burger sauce. The sauce on
both burgers is a special type
of Valley Brew burger sauce.
The allstar burger costs $7.95.
For those who are vegetari
an or health conscious, there
is a great selection of dishes.
The eggplant sandwich is
popular and consists of mari
nated eggplant and roasted
red bell pepper with sliced
onions, pesto mayonnaise,
sprouts, lettuce and tomato,
all on top of a Genova French

roll. The eggplant sand v
costs $7.50.
If you don't like sandwict
es or burgers, you can ordf
the Valley Brew vegetaL
casserole, which is a medic
of vegetables, salsa and. mixel
cheese on rice. The casseroi
costs $7.50.
For parties of eight or mc*
people, a 15 percent gratu:t
(tip) will be automatical
added to the bill. The Brer
ery also has lunch deliverv re
orders of four or more. Tk
lasts from 11:30 a.m. to 4 p.rr
Call the restaurant for detaik
I give the restaurant a ra'
ing of four out of five.

The stylistic perception of true to himself and his style
reality presented in "Unbreak from the very beginning with
able," proves not only an aes "Praying with Anger," and I
thetically pleasing film, but is don't foresee him swaying
sure to leave an impression on from the path.
the viewer and pose the ques
Although, this movie isn't
tion of .our own limitations.
exactly what you expect from
So far Shyamalan is serving previews, it is still worth
up one hit after another, lets watching. I give it four stars
just hope that the fame and out of five.
fistic recognition doesn't go
jdiead.
Director: M. Night
f
nee
Shyamalan
buSge??'
d another big
Stars: Bruce Willis and
wood wk(Ss^irector in Hollyon
Samuel L. Jackson
computer
animated spf ?
Rated: PG-13
ect:s
anc
their reputation t^
'
an
audience.
in
Shyamalan has ref

Billboard's Top Ten
10. Little Nicky
9. Meet the Parents
8. Men of Honor
7. The 6th Day
6. Bounce
5. Charlie's Angels
4. Rugrats in Paris: The Movie
3. 102 Dalmations
2. Unbreakable
7. Dr. Seuss' How the Crinch Stole
Christmas
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UOP theatre student takes part in local production
of 'Nutcracker Cameo Christmas'Production
THE PACIFICAN

UOP has many talented
students in the theatre depart
ment, who perform in pro
duction after production for
lucky viewers. For one stu
dent in particular, this holiday
season becomes very busy as
she plans to perform in local
productions of "Nutcracker
Cameo Christmas."
Alicia Rockwell has been
practicing and practicing for
this upcoming holiday sea
son's production and her
practice is about to pay off for
fortunate audiences.
From the Bolshoi and the
Kirov Theaters, International
ly acclaimed Choreographer
and director Alexei Badrak,
has created a special, one act
"Cameo Nutcracker"performance, specifically designed
for young novice dancers and
performers as well as sea
soned semi professional and
professional performers.

The International Ballet
Children's Theater, directed
by Alexei Badrak and Ronna
Roberts, will present"Nutcracker Cameo Christmas", a
very special production for
Children by Children.
This delightful Holiday
treat for the young and young
at heart, combines the rich tra
ditions of the Russian Theater
with American Theatrical in
novation to create an inspir
ing "Nutcracker " uniquely
viewed through'the eyes of
Fritz, Clara's younger brother.
The "Holiday Sweet" fea
tures performers young and
old, from the communities of
Northern California and stu
dents from The Academy of
Arts, Stockton and Interna
tional Ballet Theater, Lodi.
Rockwell, University of the
Pacific Theater/ Education
student, will be featured as
the Sugar Plum Fairy,, the
Dream Fairy, Ballerina Doll,
and with Matt Davila in the

Spanish Dance Ryan Baltes is
Fritz Erin Chew the Nutcrack
er Doll, Rachel Gottfried is
Clara.
The whimsical production
will als.o feature Alexei
Badrak as Drosselmeyer, Ron
na Roberts as Baba Yaga, and
Christopher Hutchins, a char
acter Dance student from San
Francisco, in the Russian
Dance.
A unique, exotic choreogra
phy of the Arabian Dance will
feature
soloist
Alyssa
Reynolds and Jennie Thayer,
Bryan Cowan. Jessica Geiger
and Claire Allen.
The one hour performance
is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.,
Sunday Dec. 10 at the Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. A spe
cial $5 Reserved seating Child
ticket for school, church or
club groups of ten or more
children is offered for the ear
ly evening performance.
All seating is reserved. The
adult ticket price is $10 and

Choreographer and Director Alexei Badrak practices his skills.

children and senior ticket
prices are at $8. Early reservations are recommended.

The performance is yet another small piece of a much
larger picture.

Local town to perform Christmas play December 14
The Turlock Community
Auditorium is proud to pre
sent a Christmas show with
Glenn Yarbrough, "The Forgot
ten Carols" on Thursday, De
cember 14 at 7:30 pm. Tickets
are on sale now. For more in
formation, contact the Turlock
Box Office at (209) 668-1169.
Glenn Yarbrough is a true
American original. Touching
audiences worldwide with his

distinctive voice for over forty
years, he sings with a convic
tion and depth of feeling that is
seldom equaled in music to
day. In the late fifties, Glenn
met Alex Hassilev and Lou
Gottlieb, two men who would
have a profound influence on
his life. They became The
Limeliters and were catapulted
to national fame. In addition to
regular concerts, Glenn tours

the country narrating and
singing The Forgotten Carols
written by Michael McLean.
Glenn says of the story, "It
touched me deeply and made
me look at Christmas with a
sense of wonder again. No tin
sel, no glitter, just the true
meaning of the holiday." The
simple, intimate performances
rarely leave a dry eye in the
house.

Coming Up

Executive chef for Sodexho Marriott
Services, Wendell Rodrigues (shown in
the middle second row) who also works
with UOP Dining Services has won a
silver medal in a culinary competition.
Look for the story in next week's issue
of The Pacifican.
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UOP students voice their
thoughts on A&E reviews
Dear Editor,

unlike the writer, was not lure me back to their establish
pleased with my entree order.
ment.
I am writing to you concern
When I decided to go out on a
I do commend the writer for
ing an article written in the No limb and try Gardino's this past pointing out Gardino's obvious
vember 2 edition of the Arts and spring not only did I have bad weaknesses but they did not de
Entertainment section of The service but I also didn't like my serve a rating of three out of
Pacifican. The article titled, food.
five.
"Gardino's offers tasty Italian
Granted it may have been
If I were to recommend an
food and good service" is accu what I chose from their menu, Italian restaurant to a friend of
rate in several aspects while in but I did order pasta, a rather mine I would urge them toeat at
others I strongly disagree. Like normal dish for an Italian several other places before even
the writer of the article said, restaurant. While I was im suggesting Gardino's.
Gardino's does offer a gloomy pressed by the amount of food
atmosphere with uncomfort Gardino's gives for the price
Respectfully,
able seating and little style. I, they charge, this could not even
Lisa Dunning
Dear Editor,
I just want to thank you for
doing a review on an Italian
restaurant. I am not from any
where near this area and don't
know of many good Italian

restaurants besides The Old
Spaghetti Factory.
I come from an Italian fam
ily and grew up on mainly
Italian dishes, so when I read
your review I became very in
terested. It sounds like the at

mosphere could be better but
the food is what I crave. I will
be dining at this restaurant
soon. Thanks again.
Sincerely,
Kristin Calzia

Snowball Rebellion is here
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Staff Writer

On one snowy day in 1848
an event at Miami University
in Ohio made history for a
group of students here at Pa
cific.
None of us were born or
living during that year and
there is probably very few of
us students here who realize
the importance of this date,
but it is a very important date
for Phi Delta Theta fraternity.
During that year, students
at Miami University were
given many new policies to
follow and obey.
The students were not hap
py with these new policies
and staged a protest regard
ing what they thought to be
unfair policies. These policies

were instituted by the presi
dent and presiding adminis
trators.
This group of students,
who were members of the Al
pha and Beta fraternities
caused a lot of craziness and
havoc.
They broke furniture, made
snowballs, and took just
about anything they could get
their hands on. With all these
actions, they planned to make
quite a statement.
They took everything they
had gathered and packed
everything in every main
doorway of the administra
tion office.
As a result, all the students
involved in the act were ex
pelled and even moreso, the
fraternities involved were
disbanded.

Because of the students'
protest, the policies were then
amended and the fraternities
were able to meet once again.
Since then the fraternity, Phi
Delta Theta was formed and
its members still uphold the
Snowball Rebellion as a tradi
tional fund-raiser theme.
The fund-raiser was first
started in 1989 here at Pacific.
This year's Snowball Rebel
lion will take place on Satur
day, Dec. 2.
Proceeds from the event
will go to the Lou Gherig
Foundation, which helps
fund research and develop
ment for people with Lou
Gherig's Disease.
For more information
about the event, contact Nick
Bustos at Phi Delta Theta at
472-7339.

Questions? Ideas?
Comments? A&E welcomes
your thoughts! Submit your
expressions to The Pacifican
on the 3rd floor of Hand Hall.
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Wu-Tang's 'W' fails
to live up to high
expectations
[U-WIRE] COLUMBUS,
Ohio - The release of "The W,"
the third album by the WuTang Clan marked the newest
chapter in the ever-expand
ing Wu-Tang saga. After two
classic albums, the Staten Is
land supergroup's new effort
should have been enough to
immortalize the Wu-Tang in
hip-hop's pantheon. Howev
er, "The W" drops them fully
back into the mortal realm.
"The W" is unquestionably
a disappointment, but in all
fairness, it isn't a horrible al
bum - at least not musically.
Lyrically, this album is as
strong as any other Wu offer
ing.
Ghostface Killah, Raekwon
and Method Man solidify
their standings as the cream
of the Wu-Tang crop, and
strong performances by Gza,
U-God and RZA can't be de
nied.
Masta Killah and Cappadonna are disappoint
ments as usual, but so is Inspectah Deck, who usually
ranks among one of the
strongest wordsmiths in the
Wu-army.
OT Dirty Bastard, currently
locked in a drug rehabilita
tion center, makes only one
appearance on the album,
teaming with Snoop Dogg to
create "Conditioner," ar
guably the worst song in WuTang history.
Wu-fans will still find some
instant classics on this album
like "Hollow Bones", "Do
You Really" and "Gravel Pit",
which capture the essence of
Wu-Tang at their best. But
overall, the album is crushed
under the weight of expecta
tions. "Enter the 36 Cham
bers"
single-handedly
changed the face of hip-hop
when it dropped in 1994.
"Wu-Tang Forever," the
much anticipated follow-up
was one of the few truly artis
tic albums of 1997, a year
dominated by unoriginal,
mass-produced materialistic
garbage.
The success of those al
bums, plus the overwhelming
popularity of various Wu solo
albums and spinoffs created a
level of expectation almost
impossible to satisfy.
With only 13 tracks, "The

W" doesn't offer much roou
for error. That might be wh?j
every miscue seems to stand
up and demand attention
This album lacks the raw energy of "Enter the 36 Cham,
bers" and sorely misses the
polished sound of "Wu-Tang
Forever".
What it sounds like is a
long demo tape more than
anything else, complete with
poor sound quality and no
ticeably weak p r o d u c t i <
The music and the vocal;
don't mesh well, and several
times, the lyrics are drownec,
out by the beats.
Several verses sound as
they were recorded froi
across the street or shoute:
through a telephone line in
stead of recorded in person a:
the Wu-studio. The Wu-Gar
binos, already notorious to:
pushing back album release:
could have taken another
month, fixed the production
issues and released a moie
professional sounding albuir
"The W" forces it's listen
ers to accept the painful fac
that the Wu-Tang Clan are
only human. The group
among the most talented
hip-hop history, but not ever
song is going to be a classic
They do come up with conv
hooks, basic beats and unir.
spired lyrics from time tc
time, and that's to be expect
ed.
And the guest appearances
on this album don't help their
cause at all. Redman, Nas,
Snoop Dogg and Busta
Rhymes all stop in to drop
uncharacteristically horrible
verses.
Fortunately for Redman
his partner in crime Method
Man manages to save that
song. Nas, Snoop, and Busta
Rhymes have no such luck.
"The Wu" would have been
much better served to keep
this album strictly in-house.
While it can't compete with
recent masterpieces like Outkast's "Stankonia" or Talib
Kweli's "Train of Thought",
"The W" does deserve a spot
in any hip-hop rotation, prob
lems and all. The members oi
the Wu-Tang Clan are not the
gods they claim to be, but are
still far better than the aver
age.
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Top Ten

List your event in the calendar FREE. Call Khaleda at 946-2115 and leave details of your event

Top Ten hottest
selling toys for the
upcoming holiday
season
10. Vote
Re-counter Barbie
9. Some brightly
colored piece of junk
with the name
"Pokemon" on it
8. The Jenny Jones
boot-camp buddy
doll

7. The Maury Povich
teen
paternity kit
6. The New York
Times bestselling
book; "How to make
your very own
Playstation 2 from
simple household
items"
5. Rock em'Sock em'
Presidential
candidates
4. Snappy
McRabies, the
interactive robot
Pit-bull
3. Cyber-Ninja
Super-Digi Flying
Mecha-Robot
Warriors from
Planet Z action
figures

Fall Film Series 2000
December 1-3
"The Trial"
December 8-10
"Yojimbo"
Entertainment in the Area
November 3-December 14
"Something for Breakfast"
Smiler's Comedy Playhouse
Dinner: 6:30 p.m.
Show: 8 p.m.
Prices: $25
For more information call:
(209) 939-9403
November 17-December 10
"Annie"
Stockton Civic Theatre
For more information call:
(209) 473-2424
December 2
98 Degrees in concert

San Jose Arena
For information call:
(408) 287-7070
December 2
Blood Drive
Golden State Warriors vs.
Dallas Mavericks
6-10 p.m.
For more information call:
(510) 986-2215

December 3
Baha Men, Mya, Pink, Brian
McKnight & more!
Arco Arena, Sacramento
For more information call:
(916) 928-6900
December 6-7
David Copperfield
Memorial Auditorium
Sacramento
For more information call:
(209) 264-5181
December 8

December 9
Winter Fest Pops Concert
Atherton Auditorium
Prices: $15-$42
For more information call:
(209) 951-0196/954-5113
December 14
Stockton/San Francisco
Symphony Bus Trip
Delta College
Bus leaves 8:30 a.m.
For more information call
(478-3949
December 15,17 &18
Ballet San Joaquin
Fox Theatre
Dec. 15 at 8 p.m.
Dec. 17 & 18 at 2 p.m.
For tickets call:

(209) 464-4369
December 15,16,17
Nutcracker Ballet
Stockton Fox Theatre
Dec. 15 at 8 p.m.
Dec. 16 &17 at 2 p.m.
Prices: $15-$20
Call: 464-4369
December 15
Christmas Cheer Caroling
Basketball Contest
Art Contest
Lincoln Community Center
6:30-8:30 p.m.
Free
For more information call:
937-7355
December 21
"Jingleballers Jam"
Arco Arena, Sacramento
Nelly, Joe, Junior M.A.F.I.A.,
Juvenile and more!
For more information call:
(916)928-6900

UOP students to present Handel's Messiah
THE PACIFICAN

Handel's Messiah stands as
one of the season's richest mu
sical traditions. In every year
since it's premiere perfor
mance in 1742, strains of the
Messiah have rung out across
the world. The students of the
Inter Music Fraternity Council
of the Conservatory of Music
at UOP are proud to add their
voices to this tradition.
A semi-complete Messiah
will be performed in a free
concert on Sunday, December
3, 8 p.m. in Morris Chapel on
the UOP campus.
What makes this perfor
mance unique is the fact that it
is entirely made up of stu
dents.
From soloists to chorus,
from orchestra to conductors,

the pool of talent for this pro
duction was drawn entirely
from the student body at the
University's Conservatory of
Music.
Student conductor and ini
tiator of the event, Andrew
Ardizzoia thinks this is where
the production's greatest
strengths lie.
"The passion of our stu
dents for their art cannot be
underestimated," says Ardiz
zoia. "It is their drive and ini
tiative which has made this
production fabulous."
Another whose passion was
a driving force was student
choral conductor Gabrielle Di
etrich. "Teaching the Messiah
to our chorus was a privilege.
I am confident the audience
will be instilled with as much
holiday joy hearing the work

as we have had in performing
it."
The tremendous efforts of
these students have combined
to bring this daunting work to
the ears of the audience.
Please join the University in
sharing this piece of holiday

Drive ihru tspresso

• Whole Rotisserie Chicken
w/Beorm, Rice, Sqlso & Tortillas

• Famous Fresh Fish Tocos
• World's Firs! 0vsler Burrito
• Grilled Garlic I'rawns
• Black Beans
• Carne Asada (grilled steak)
•Camitas (roast jsork)

j We use only 100% wrtalg oil, cot hydtogettatesl.
| 5G% Iswer in saturated fat flan soybean ail,
i peanut, or olive al.

PHONE ORDERS

952-6261

UOP orchestra students work hard for upcoming production.

46 YEAJRS of QUALITY
"Manny's"

'fbmia

SFwsfi

ON THE MIRACLE MILE

From the Ranch to us.
Gourmet Hamburgers.

Breast of Chicken Sandwich

i 0»r livestotk is fed the purest natural feeds,
without the use of hormones Of sntibiotks

1. Whatever the kid
next door is getting,
but better

magic. You may direct ques
tions to 937-0616.

100% Pacific Coast Ground Fresh Chuck.
The livestock is ted the purest natural feeds,
without the use at hormones or antibiotics.
Experience the taste!

Effluence Ik TmW

2. Chad, the talking
election ballot

Compiled by
Brad Franca

Stockton Chorale
"2 stories of Christmas"
UOP Spanos Hall
8 p.m.
Adults: $10
Children 12 & under: $5
Call: 951-6494

4601 Pacific Ave.

(one block south of March Lane)

Marinated
Carved from the Bone

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Breast of Turkey Sandwich
Rotisserie Roasted

BLT
Hand cut .Apple Smoked Bacon

Always Fresh From the Sea
Fish-N-Chips
Oysters-N-Chips
Fish Sandwich

All served with cole slaw.

Steamed Artichokes
We ose only 100% Cattttla Oil,
NOT bydrogenated. 50% Lower
in Saturated EAT than Soybean
' Oil, Peanut or Olive Oil.

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

ATMs VISA* Diseaper & MasterCard

fi
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Volleyball

Editorial

Continued from page 20

Continued from page 17

would decide the match, the
tournament, and NCAA seedings, and it would be the Tigers
true spirit of champions that
would prevail. Pacific fed off the
crowd and sent the Rams home
with a 15-9 victory, taking the
match 3-2.
Senior setter Kara Gormsen's
huge performance (59 assists,
seven digs, five blocks) showed
the world why she would later
be named this season's Big West
Co-Player of die Year. Her team
mate Joines, on the strength of a
16 kill, 11 block night, would also
make it clear why she would be
tabbed the Conference's Fresh
man of the Year.
Said Gormsen after the match,
"we have established our
selves." The NCAA agreed,
granting Pacific a No.2 seed and
hosting duties for this weekend's
opening two rounds of the
NCAA Tourney. The first oppo
nent for the Tigers will be 15 seed
Oral Roberts.
Tigers celebrate their win over No. 6 Colorado State.

BALL, FOOTBALL!"
I'm going to say something
that might be considered a
crime here in Stockton, but
UOP and the city is far better
off without football here at
Pacific.
I'm convinced that the
quality of the athletics here at
UOP has gotten better and
better since football was
done away with. We have na
tionally ranked volleyball,
water polo, golf, and baseball
teams. Our volleyball will
make a run at the national ti
tle again this year.
On our golf team we have
a US amateur medallist.
There are future Olympians
on our swimming team. We
constantly finish at the top or
_ near the top of the division in
I all of our sports.
| And yet all people want to
|talk about is football, foot-• ball, and football. Well, for all
of you that never attended

Tigers among the 2000 Big
West Honorees
Co-Player of the Year:
Kara
Freshman okthe\year:
Jennifer Jo
I:

Coach of the Year:
John Dunning
All- Conference First
Team'
Kara Gormsen

Jennifer Joines
Shinn
jdjmie ijiamm

All-Fres iman Team:
Jenn fer Joines
Mil y Swails

iiik

All You Knead Body Therapy

GmcemmcATESAVAUABLEA T THE SAME LOW PRICE!
ve. at Hammer Lti. Massage by Appointment
•'

I,/v

a'"a" a 'a."

ecrnr-M m

rr* te aim.

Friday 12/1/00
NCAA Tournament
Women's Volleyball vs. Oral Roberts
Spanos Center, 7 p.m.

tata a a * a *

• Jr

Mmm

Saturday 12/2/00
NCAA Tournament
Winner vs. TBA
Spanos Center, 7 p.m. JT

jM

Thi

•

FCiPMAL

CONNECTION
Stockton's finest in tuxedo Rentals & Sales
Special Discounts for
The Latest Designer Styles
Weddings
[ Modem-TVadiUona!
Proms
Suit Rentals
Curises
TUXEDOS
All in Store Stock
starting at
Quinceaneras
saone Day Availability
Parties
$29.95
Fund Raisers
(Including discount)
Hours

+ Foot Reflexology

The last two y e a r s of£-.|

program the team WOu
travel to Nebraska arrdj>(
beat by over 60 points- 0-1
yeah I forgot to mention tn. l
the program would chev I
hundreds of thousands ,P
dollars a year for a l°sir|
cause.
So I dare each and evt;
o n e of y o u t h a t w i s h U
h a d a football t e a m t o g o to
woman's volleyball gar|
and see Jennifer J o i n e s
freshman) dominate tr.
game. Or a basketball gar j
and see Mike Hahn s c o r e ,
points in 20 minutes.
Or go to any athletic eve:
here at Pacific and I th::
you will be impressed- If }
aren't impressed you are vr
corned to continue to wi
all the letters to the edi:
you want.

Pacific Athletic
Schedule

"• '

erence Second
Team:
Courtney Miller
Elaine Coeders

football when UOP
(and this is probably ^11
you), it was miserable- i>
sion 2 teams like DC
9\
would come to our
and beat us!
"

Hon (•-«
Tue-Thur 10-4
Fri IO-«
Sa( 10-5
Sun 11-5

20% off for UOP Students
With This Coupon
EEJ
Mutt Bring Coupon at Time of Ordar

Manteca
239-5511
ll 10 N. Main.

Stockton
477-2442
702 Porter Ave Pacific and Porter I
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It's Millie time!
Tiger Millie Kimpton racks up Big West Player of the
Week honors averaging 7 9.5 points per game
on 12-15 from the line to pre
serve the 74-71 Pacific victory.
With the win, the Tigers im
Like some sort of mythical proved to 3-0 in home open
beast, if you cut off the Tigers' ers under head coach Sherri
head, instead of death, anoth Murrell.
er more ferocious one grows
Aside from scoring when it
in its place.
counted, Kimpton just flat out
When junior point guard scored all the time, coming up
Selena Ho went down with an with a game-high 25, as well
ankle injury in the season as five boards. Also getting it
opener at Santa Clara, it done for Pacific was soph
looked as if all the promise Mischa Clark whose careerPacific had shown would be high 18 points was highlight
lost. Enter senior Millie Kimp- ed by a banked-home fallton.
away trey from the deep left
In Pacific's four games this wing. Ho's replacement,
season, Kimpton has put to freshman Corinne Wong
gether team highs of 19.5 ppg
(also tops in the Big West), 6.8
"Millie did a great
rpg, and a .538 shooting per
job for us (this
centage from downtown (sec
week.) She really
ond in the BWC). Factor in an
made
the big plays
overall shooting mark of .488,
when we needed
and .861 from the line, and
you have yourself an early
them."
candidate for conference
Player of the Year. Kimpton's
— Sherri Murrell
numbers were enough to earn
Women's Basketball
her Big West Player of the
Week honors for this week,
Coach
but were they enough to earn
her Tigers some wins?
scored just a single point, but
Last Monday night had the played the point well, dishing
Tigers in town for the regular off six assists against just two
season home opener against turnovers.
local rival Sac State. Heading
"Millie did a great job for
into the game it looked as if us (this week.)" Said Murrell.
Pacific was set up for a run "She really made the big
away win to kick things off, plays when we needed them."
and after charging out to a
Friday night saw Pacific
commanding 13 point 45-32 back on the road to lock up
halftime lead, it was cruise with Providence at Santa
control time. Only problem, Clara. The game would be
the switch seemed to be bro tight, needing an extra frame
ken, and it took the Tigers un to settle things, but the theme
til there were roughly two of the week would remain the
minutes left in the game to same. Millie Kimpton hitting
turn it off.
big free-throws with the game
Little by little the Hornets on the line.
chipped away at the Pacific
For forty minutes the game
lead, slowly overwhelming went back and forth, and
the Tigers like the army of looked to finally be in Pacif
brooms did Mickey Mouse in ic's grasp until a desperation
Fantasia. Yet with the game layup by Providence's Jen
on the line, it was Kimpton Gombotz tied the score at 65
who came up clutch at the with two seconds to go. The
line down the stretch, hitting overtime period would prove
JOSH MONTERO

Senior Staff Writer

Mischa Clark had a career high 18 points against Sac State.

Staff Editorial

UOP attendance
should match
athletic excellence
COLIN TEDARDS

Staff Writer

A little more than three
years ago one of the most
talented athletes in UOP
history played basketball
for the Tigers.
His name of course was
Michael Olowokandi and is
now going head to head
with the likes of Shaquille
O'Neal and David Robin
son night after night.
Olowokandi's impact on
the basketball program is
well known. He led the
Tigers to an NCAA bid and
NIT tournament appear
ance. He also helped the
Tigers in future years when
trying to recruit new talent.
How many of the more
than 300 college teams do
you know that can boast a
number one pick from their
system? The Tigers along
with Olowokandi are in se
lect company.
All of these accomplish
ments were great, but quite
possibly the one thing
Olowokandi helped the
University and the city of

Stockton forget about was
the fact that UOP doesn't
have a football team.
The three years he was
here there were none of
those annoying letters to
The Record and The Pacifican
pleading for the regents to
bring back football. Hard as
it may be to believe, Stocktonian fans actually appre
ciated what they had while
they had it.
However it seems like
the moment Olowokandi
went on to bigger and bet
ter things the University
and the city couldn't recov
er.
The basketball games
and any other athletic event
here at Pacific are sparsely
attended. Football is all
people seem to want to talk
about.
In fact at last Saturday's
men's basketball home
opener when one of the re
gents was making a presen
tation to one of UOP's fine
professors before the game
a fan veiled,

'FOOTBALL,

FOOT-

See Editorial, page 16

just as frantic, with neither
team seizing the momentum
long enough to put it away.
This time however, it would
be the Tigers who would get
the crucial score with just two
seconds remaining. Theirs
was not a layup, but rather a
pair of huge free-throws by
Kimpton, giving Pacific its
second close win in a row, this
time 78-76.
Playing like a woman pos
sessed, Kimpton broke off her
third straight 20 point perfor
mance with 22 points to get
with her game-high 12
boards, and another solid
night (11-13) from the line.
Also in double figures was
freshman Nancy Dinges with
16 points on 3-7 shooting
from downtown, and Wong
who rung up 11 while shoot
ing 5-6 from the line.
Riding a two game winning
streak, the Tigers rolled into
Stanford on Sunday with
hopes of preventing Cardinal
head coach Tara VanDerveer
from getting career win no.
500 for at lest one more game.
Though while they never
game up the fight, and cer
tainly would not go quietly,
Pacific would eventually fall
73-65 to a very tough Stanford
team, nearly unbeatable at
home.
Once again it was Kimpton
who led the Tigers in scoring,
but this time instead of the
one pointers, she got it done
with the three's, connecting
on 4-5 from long distance.
Soph Ahsha Johnson a dozen
points of her own along with
six assists and three steals.
Also in double figures was ju
nior Dolinda Meeker with an
even 10.
This week will be a busy
one for the Tigers, as they stay
on the road all week, stopping
first to hook up with Utah,
followed by a visit to North
ern Illinois, and a stop at
Bradley on Sunday.

Millie Kimpton - Big West Player of the Week
Season Stats
Points per game: 19.5 (leads BWC)
Rebounds: 6.8 (eighth in BWC)
Free-throw percentage: .861 (fourth in BWC)
Field goal percentage: .488 (fourth in BWC)
Three-point percentage: .538 (second in BWC)
Treys per game: 1.75 (fifth in BWC)
Minutes: 32.5 per game (second on team)
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Men's Basketball

Tigers host home streak
Pacific remains perfect at home with wins
just 20 minutes on the court. What was
impressive was that Hahn never took a
shot outside the paint and only missed
With turkey and potatoes still lin two shots the entire game.
gering in our bellies, the coaching staff
In the contest against Santa Clara
on the men's basketball team couldn't the day before Thanksgiving, the
be more thankful for the performances Tigers were in all but a giving mood
they are getting out of their players as beating the Broncos easily 63-41.
of late.
The Tigers showed a great amount
The men's basketball is off to a 2-1 of intensity in the game, basically out
start this year including two impres playing the Broncos from the start. Se
sive blowout home victories over nior guard Peter Heizer had 21 points
Chico State and Santa Clara.
while junior point guard Maurice
The Tigers opened up the season at McLemore grabbed 10 rebounds to go
home against Chico State and played a along with his 7 points.
near flawless game.
The Tigers are currently third in the
"We got a lot of things done tonight. Big West Conference behind UC Irvine
We out rebounded, scored, and played and'Utah State.
our entire bench," head coach Bob
The next Tiger home game doesn't
Thomason said after the victory over fall until December 13 against Texas
the Wildcats, in which the Tigers Pan American. UOP defeated Univer
scored 100 points for the first time sity of Montana 82-64 last Monday.
since 1998.
Maurice McLemore led the Pacific
Junior forward Mike Hahn was the scoring with 13 total points against
star of the game scoring 21 points in Montana.
COLIN TEDARDS
Staff Writer

Peter Heizer takes it in for two of his game high 21 points against Chic.

Player Profile

She's number one: Gormsen's in a class all her own
JOSH MONTERO
Senior Staff Writer

Within every great program
are those rare, but exceptional
ly good teams. What makes
those teams are great coaches,
but what distinguishes them are
those few outstanding players
with the heart and soul of a
champion.
Over the years, many such
players have proudly donned

the Pacific black and orange.
Some of them have been
Olympians, All-Americans, or
Hall of Famers, while others
have been role players or spiri
tual leaders who may see little
action on the court, yet still
serve as one of the linchpins
holding their team together.
This season's Tigers boast the
Big West Conference's Fresh
man of the Year, and a handful
of potential All-Americans, and

Kara Gormsen: best in the (Big) West and a local hero.

the newly crowned BWC CoPlayer of the Year, senior Kara
Gormsen. One of the nation's
premier setters, Gormsen is also
an emotional catalyst and spark
driving what has the potential
to be the best Pacific team in a
decade and a half.
Born 22 years ago, right here
in Stockton, it was perhaps her
destiny to someday make her
way to Pacific, though her jour
ney has hardly a direct one.
A product of St. Mary's High,
Kara gained plenty of exposure
early on in her career as a mem
ber of one of California's best
prep squads. By her senior year,
Gormsen had become a Volley
ball Magazine All-America Fab
50 selection, and was one of the
most rigorously recruited set
ters in the country. As a partici
pant in the 1996 High School
All-America match, she would
share a court with Sara Bronson,
Tracy Chambers, and Jennica
Smith, all three also future
Tigers.
With Pacific already deep at
the setter position (and all over
the court for that matter), Gorm
sen took her talents to the Uni
versity of Arizona where she
would amass 288 assists, the
third highest total ever by a
freshman Wildcat.
That same year Arizona
found themselves playing a ma- jor powerhouse in the second

round of the NCAA Champi
onship Tournament. The
mighty Pacific Tigers.
The Wildcats found them
selves on the bad end of a heav
ily lopsided match, falling in
four games, and nearly shutout
(15-1) in the third. The match
would be the last time Gormsen
put on an Arizona uniform.
After spending the 1997-98
academic year attending classes
at Delta Junior College, Kara
would finally make her way to
Pacific for her sophomore year
of eligibility in 1998. When the
Tigers lost star setter Tanja Dimitrijevic to a nasty knee injury
early in the season, Gormsfen
stepped right in and made an
immediate impact in her first
two matches as the Tiger starter.
"Kara is an exceptional ath
lete for the setter position," said
Pacific head coach (and four
time BWC Coach of the Year, in
cluding this, and last seasons).
"Maybe one of the best athletes
in the position in the entire
country. She's definitely not
afraid to leave everything out
there on the floor."
When Dimitrijevic returned,
Dunning had himself two of the
best setters in the nation, each
with a distinctive style, and
much to the dismay of Pacific's
opponents, both would see
plenty of playing time. Howev
er, being a year behind Dimitri

jevic, Gormsen would have
senior season, this season
shine.
Heading into this season, 7
cific had lost nearly all of
starters from a year ago, a
would have to rely heavily
the incoming crop of freshir
As setter, Gormsen would
the quarterback on whc
shoulders the team would
Heading now into the seas:
ending NCAA Championsh
Tournament, Gormsen has k
the team picked to finish thirc
pie-season polls, to repeat as B
West champions, and ride the
current 18 match winning stre:
into the NCAA's.
A future teacher, Kara r:
helped her team grow into a c:
hesive unit both on and off tr
court, and for her efforts ma
very well help to bring hom
Pacific's third national champ
onship in three weeks. For he
performance on the court
Gormsen was named this sea
son's Big West Co-Player of tht
Year on Monday.
Between the locker room an:
the field at Notre Dame's foo:ball stadium is a sign that reads
"Play Like A Champion Today
and if ever there were a teair
with that very championship
spirit, it is this Padfic vollevb
team, and if there were a playt
to best embody that spirit, Kara
Gormsen is that player.
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Chris Nowak reaches up to prevent the opponent from scoring with some help from teammates.

Waterpolo finishes at No. 8
THE PACIFICAN

LONG BEACH, Calif. —
Seventh-ranked Pacific was
defeated by No. 5 Long Beach
State, 12-6, on Sunday, No
vember 26 at the Mountain Pa
cific Sports Federation (MPSF)
Conference Tournament in
Long Beach. With the win the
49ers (15-13) take seventh
place in the tournament, while
the Tigers drop to eighth. Pa
cific currently holds a 11-15
overall, and 2-6 MPSF 2000
season record.
The Tigers broke out on top
with an early 1-0 lead after a
goal from Sergey Bushuev.
The 49ers responded with four
consecutive goals to leave the
score at 4-1 at the end of the

Sideline

Continued from page 20
flying, hibachis sizzling and
RV air conditioners working
overtime. Perched strategically
outside of every campus resi
dence their shinning tubas and
sequined leotards stirred
awake the campus faster than
kissing Snow White. Students
ran for asylum to the library
but found no refuge from the
sound. Students tried to leave
campus only to be trapped in
the parking lots by luxury tour
buses or, if lucky enough to
leave, denied parking any
where remotely near campus
upon their attempted return.
Competitions like this pro
vide UOP and the greater
Stockton community with
some much-needed spending
money. It is fantastic that Pacif
ic can attract such events but
participants need to be re
minded that Pacific is not just a
school, for many of us it is our
home. That grassy lawn is our

first period.
Long Beach used the early
lead opportunity to produce a
7-2 advantage by the half. The
49ers would then outscore Pa
cific 5-4 in the final half to
complete their 12-6 MPSF
tournament victory. The 49er
defense held the Tigers to only
three goals in the first three pe
riod but Pacific would double
their scoring in the fourth.
Bushev scored two goals in
the contest and Jarrod Cruzat,
Chris Spencer, Mark Steward
and Danny Johnson each con
tributed one for Tiger offense.
Long Beach outsaved Pacific's
goalkeeper Ryan Brown, 9-2.
The Tigers outshot the Beach
30-25.
In 2000, Pacific has

outscored their oponents 181174, in part through the 31
goal contribution of Eddie
Wisniewski. Bushev had post
ed 29 goals in the season. Pa
cific goalie, Brown had pro
duced 151 saves for the Tiger
defense.
Seniors Brown, Bushev and
Chris Lund will graduate from
Pacific this year.
Pacific coach, Courtney
Porter advances his overall
record to 33-34 in his third sea
son as the Tigers' head coach.
Last season Porter was named
the MPSF Coach of the Year for
his leadership in guiding the
Tigers to a 14-13 1999 season
finish and a No.5 national
ranking. Porter graduated
from Pacific himself in 1979.

front yard. That parking spot is team has brought the fire home
our driveway. That cafeteria is for the third straight year. The
our kitchen.
first and second rounds of the
Pacific should most definite NCAA tournament will be
ly keep recruiting events like held in Mr. Spanos' house
the marching band competi which means bonus net action
tion, they bring something and more RV's for Pacific. The
unique to the campus, increase Tigers are ranked No. 2 in the
publicity for the university, Mideast region right now so
and give an economic boost to we will face Oral Roberts at 7
the area. But the Pacific stu p.m on Friday.
dents who call this brickyard
Now, I have never heard of
home need to be considered Oral Roberts University but
too. How about sending an they sound pretty lame and I
email warning around campus am sure that we can beat them.
or informing The Pacifican so I mean what kind of nickname
we can advise the campus does a school called Oral
community? Or enforcing the Roberts have anyway? Bob?
need for student parking per
Then we will play (note that
mits outside of residence I am assuming that we will
buildings? There are solutions beat good oT Bob) the winner
to balance both parties' inter of the Texas A&M/ Houston
ests.
game on Saturday.
Bring on the bands, promise
Now Texas A&M goes by
keepers, society of underwa "The Battalion" and Houston
ter basket-weavers, whomever is called "The Cougars." Those
is interested just don't forget sound way tougher than Bob
about us.
but still not tougher than our
NCAAlright!!
own Tigers. Looks like we are
The women's volleyball about to mess with Texas.
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Men's Water Polo
LONG BEACH, Calif. — Seventh-ranked Pacific (11-15)
was defeated by No. 5 Long Beach State, 12-6, on Sunday,
Nov. 26 at the MPSF Conference Tournament. With the win
the 49ers (15-13) take seventh place in the tournament, while
the Tigers drop to eighth. "
The Tigers broke out on top up 1-0 on a goal from Sergey
Bushuev, but the 49ers responded with four consecutive
goals in the first period. Long Beach then salted away the
victory by holding the Tigers to only one goal in each of the
next two periods, while scoring five themselves for a 9-3 go
ing into the final period.
Women's Volleyball
IRVINE, Calif. — Freshman middle blocker Jennifer Joines
(Milpitas, Calif) continued her amazing freshman campaign
as she was named Big West Co-Player of the Week. It marks
the second time Joines has taken home Big West Player of the
Week honors this season.
Joines, who is the first freshman in UOP women's volley
ball history to claim the honors twice in a season, hit .550
with 12 kills and five blocks in the Tigers conference clinch
ing victory on Saturday Nov. 18. She also had 11 kills and
five blocks against UC Irvine on Friday Nov. 17. Joines was
also named the Big West Freshman of the year. Kara Gormsen was name Co-Big West Player of the year.
Women's Softball
University of the Pacific Head Softball Coach Brian Kolze
announced the signing of five recruits for the 2002 softball
season. The Tigers signed Kristen Allen, Michelle Anunciation, Ashlie D'Errico, Andrea Gutierrez and Ashlie Platten to
national letters of intent.
Allen is a senior at Casa Roble HS in Orangevale, Calif. An
infielder and pitcher, Allen was named to the 2000 CAL-HI
All-State softball team. Anunciation joins the-Tigers from Di
amond Bar HS in Diamond Bar, Calif, where she is a senior
infielder. She was named to the All-CIF second team follow
ing the 2000 season.
D'Errico is a senior at Highland HS in Lancaster, Calif. An
infielder and catcher, D'Errico was named the 2000 Golden
League Player of the Year.
Gutierrez joins Pacific from Rincon HS in Tuscon, Ariz
where she is a senior catcher and utility player. Gutierrez is
a two-time All-City first team selection and a two-time AllSouthern Zone for Arizona first team selection. Platten is a
senior pitcher at Clovis HS in Clovis, Calif. Platten helped
lead Clovis HS to a Valley Championship in 2000.
Baseball
University of the Pacific Head Baseball Coach Quincy No
ble announced today the signing of four prospects for the
2002 baseball season. The Tigers signed James Stanford, Ja
son Godkin, Jeremy Ayers and Jeff Jodlowski, during the
early signing period, to letters of intent.
Men's Swimming
University of the Pacific Head Swimming Coach an
nounced today the signing of four prospects for the 2001-02
swimming season for the early signing period. The Tigers
signed three men's prospects in Vince Martinez, Jon Radcliff
and Jonathan Russell and one women's prospect in Heidi
Schmidt.
Martinez, is a 6-6,195 pound addition from Castro Valley
High School in Castro Valley, He collected all-league honors
in the 200 Medley Relay and the 400 Freestyle Relay. Radcliff
is currently a senior at Folsom High School in Folsom, Calif.
This 6-2,170 pound newcomer was twice named Most Valu
able Player for his high school efforts . A 6-2,188 pounder
from Santa Margarita High School in San Juan Capistrano,
Calif., Schmidt comes to Pacific from Cupertino, Calif,
where she is currently a senior at Homestead High School.
Heidi is a two-time Central Coast Section (CCS) Champion
in the 100 breaststroke.
Compiled from media reports
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Women's volleyball wins big in
Banker's Classic Tournament
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Pilgrims, Indians
Marching Bands

y

and

While the campus was
tucked peacefully into their
beds dreaming about NCAA
Championships and turkey
dinners a stealthy pestilence
slowly invaded the brick halls
and leaf blanketed lawns of the
University.
In minivans, mobile homes
and semi trucks they crept up
Stadium Drive through the
early Saturday morning mist.
With- stealth they unloaded
their weapons and uniforms
and set up camp on every
plaza and piece of green.
Bustling mothers adjusted
beefeater hats and searched the
RV's for missing reeds as dawn
approached.
With the first rays of sun
light, a lone drum majorette
heaved the baton high above
the autumn leaves. The baton
fell gracefully into her hands
and....
BOOM CLASH BANG
BANG RATATAT BOOM
CLASH CLASH GOOOOO
BRUINS!
The sleeping UOP students
vaulted from their beds and
prepared for Armageddon.
Causes for the racket flashed
through their drowsy hungover minds: Was it a football
game? No football. Was it a pa
rade? On Stadium Drive? Was
it the Promise Keepers? Not
enough hugging.
Forget sleeping in, forget
studying in peace, forget even
being able to leave the parking
lot in some cases. The march
ing band competition had in
vaded campus with banners

See Sideline, page 19
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While most teams in the coun
try could be thankful for not hav
ing to face Pacific during its cur
rent 18 match winning streak,
the Tigers had plenty to be
thankful for themselves over the
holiday weekend.
With the rest of the Big West
stuffed and cooked like a
Thanksgiving turkey, Pacific had
only its annual Bankers' Classic
tourney last weekend to both
tune up for the post season and
make in impact on the NCAA se
lection committee.
After watching No. 6 Col
orado State beat upon No. 4 Ari
zona, the Tigers took their turn
on thecourt, locking up with unranked, but strong San Jose State.
A win would extend their win
ning streak, and put them in the
final for a rematch of their open
ing round defeat of Colorado
State in the 1988 Bankers' Classic.
The match opened with the
Tigers and Spartans doing their
best to beat each other into sub
mission, but the first game
would ultimately go to Pacific
15-9. The second game began

much the same, but then the
Tigers got mad. A thoroughly
dominating 11-0 Pacific run put
the Tigers up 13-5, and they
would take the game 15-7,
stretching the consecutive games
won record to a stunning 50.
Struggling for dear life, and
hoping for an NCAA berth, the
Spartans fought back ferocious
ly, taking the third game 15-12,
ending Pacific's streak, and
showing renewed signs of life.
However, with one streak falling,
the Tigers were not about to see a
second die, jumping out 8-0 in
game four, dropping four aces
on San Jose State, and eventually
wrapping up the game 15-12,
and match 3-1.
"I think we lost the game be
cause we got comfortable with
ourselves," said junior Jamie
Hamm.
Riding a now 17 match win
streak, Pacific went into the
Bankers' championship game
Saturday night with much more
on the line than a trophy. These
were two top 10 teams, both
hoping for high seeds in this
weekend's NCAA Tournament,
and needing a win over the oth
er to do it.

e'

Joines, Gormsen set 'em up, knock 'em down for Pens i f
Pacific jumped out to an early
start, taking advantage of Col
orado State's weakness on ser
vice return to jump out to a 3-0
lead on big aces from senior
Danielle Shinn and freshman
Jennifer Joines. The Rams quick
ly answered back with a 5-0 run
of their own and made it clear
that even at home, things would
not be easy for the Tigers.
With the crowd behind them,
Pacific came out with unbridled
intensity to begin game two, rip
ping off 11straight points before
Colorado State even knew what
hit them.The Rams would man
age a few points, but would do

.
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little to slow the Tiger c
dropping the game 15-3.
What happened durin
break between games is
one's guess, but when the
returned to the floor, some *
was very different. Col<
State had found the fire t
quickly lost, putting tog
pair of 4-0 runs, and keepii
cific on its heels, putting
the game15-11. Not left
bit, the Rams tore throuj
four as Pacific had gai
pushing the Tigers around
tune of 15-7.
The final, rally-scored
w
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